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PREFACE

The concept of detached work has been with the Youth Service for over ten
years now. For more than five of those years the City Centre Project has been
working with homeless young people in Manchester. This booklet is concerned
with thework oftheProject up to thebeginning of1976, and describes the Proj
ect's experience of what detached work entails, and the kind of problems it
raises. In sodoing itlooks beyond thesphere of youth work to the whole concept
of socialwork and the professional helping relationship.

The aim of the booklet is limited. It does not attempt to describe the work of
the Project in specific detail, nor does it analyse what homelessness means for
young people. Further publications will cover some of these areas: for example, a
document on homelessness amongst young people isbeing prepared; a worker is
writing a specific account ofhis own role in an accommodation scheme; and a
further account of thisscheme is to be produced by the charity with whom City
Centre Project workers co-operated in the field of housing management.

This booklet is essentially the workers' view of what they were attempting to
do, and mirrors some of the confusions and complexities of their task. In order to
do this we have drawn upon subjective material of the period. Some will have
come from a worker's hurried recording of theday's events, some will beinternal
project polemic, some will come from reports prepared for external view, some
will bedrawn from tape recordings ofworkers' conversations. The extracts have
not been chosen for their literary value, norfor their internal cohesion and logic.
Somewould nowbe disowned bythe people whowrotethem. Many ofthemare
raw and ill-formed. They have been chosen, however, because they reflect
points ofview at particular periods of time. We have not attributed them topart
icular people, since we were more interested in the way comments related to feel
ings within the team than in who said them. However, unless otherwise stated,
all quotations are from members ofthe team. We have tried toavoid using foot
notes, unless absolutely necessary.

The City Centre Project has tried to be a highly self-critical project. Workers
have never been able to restcompletely easy over whatthey were doing and how
they were doing it. This may well spring from the marginal position of the Proj
ect - caught between the institutions of society and the world of homeless
young people. This intermediate position isavital one, yet difficult tomaintain -
the pullstowards 'legitimacy', for instance, can be verystrong.

This booklet has been written because it offers a 'marginal' perspective on
youth and social work. It is not, therefore, simply an esoteric exercise. It aims not



merely to help detached workers, but also to stimulate members of the helping
professions into considering their own relationships with their clients and the
structures within which they operate.

Chapter 1is concerned with describing the situation within which the Project
was working, and demonstrating just how 'peripheral' to society homeless young
people are. Chapter 2 locates the Project historically within the city, introduces a
simple model of detached work, and sets the framework for discussing the issues
which arose. The third chapter is concerned with the problem of the worker's
identity, and the basis upon which his contact with young people is made. In
Chapter 4the issue is relationships, and how far it is possible for a paid worker to
relate to young people in away which they would feel was meaningful. The other
side of the coin, the 'professional' caution about over-involvement and the ten
sion between detached work and the concept of 'professionalism', is explored in
Chapter 5. Chapters 6 and 7 turn to thequestion ofstructures, and examine the
effect of creating project structures, both upon work with young people and re
lationships with other agencies, and the importance of relevant management
structures. The eighth chapter attempts to comment upon the role ofthe 'frinqe'
agency or worker in today's Welfare State.

We are grateful to the other workers on the City Centre Project (Bernard
Jobson Kathy Jones, Elinor Kelly, Amis Teibe, Elspeth Mackenzie and John
Roussel) and to Christine Jobson for their permission to use their words, and for
their comments upon the draft. We are also grateful to Ralph Ruddock, Harold
Marchant, David Brandon, Dave Thomas, Duncan Scott, Bernard Davies and
Martin Pickstone for their helpful advice and criticism. Thanks are also due to the
members of the Project Management Committee, who supported the workers
through many good and bad times. Whilst we have been attempting to describe
a corporate process of thought and growth, the responsibility for the form in
which it is presented and theemphases and conclusions which have been made
must remain our own. '

77ms is the creaturethere has never been.
They neverknewit andyet, nonetheless,
they loved the way itmoved, itssuppleness,
its neck, its verygaze, mildand serene.

Not there, becausetheylovedit, itbehaved
3$ though itwere. They always leftsome space.
And in that clear unpeopledspacethey saved
it lightly rearedits head, withscarce a trace

ofnotbeing there. They fedit, notwith corn,
but onlywith thepossibility
ofbeing. And that was able to confer

suchstrength, itsbrowputforth a horn. One horn.
White/y it stole up to a maid —to be
within the silvermirrorandin her.

A. and G. Cox

Rilke

CHAPTER ONE

"We wait on corners, with nothing to bring but the songs we can sing which no
body wants to hear sung.

T.S. Eliot: The Rock

"Beinghomeless is rotten. In a world ofstatistics and social analysis this is
sometimes overlooked - itisa horrible way to live. Forastart you aren't need
edby anyone —you are a useless encumbrance to all concerned except per
haps some social work agencies and then mostly only within certain defined
limits. You have nowhere to go and nothing to do except getthrough the day
and night. You wander around the streets amidst bustling crowds ofclean,
well fed and busy people either rushing off to work, returning home to their
families, or going out with friends for an evening's entertainment. You have
little mney, no friends, and a/most no content to your life save to keep warm in
libraries or queue up for your benefitatthe Social Security. Worst ofall you are
alone and that brings with itan ever increasing sense ofisolation, for isolation
breeds isolation."

The homeless young person is an outsider. He has lost many of the links which
other young people, however 'alienated', have with society. He is 'marginal man
in extremis: peripheral, unproductive, unwanted, out of touch with conventional
life-styles and values, friendless, purposeless... To say all this is to create, ot
course, a stereotype, and stereotypes are faithless, limiting and negative. Never
theless, there are young people who fit this description in all its aspects, and
manyothers who partially embody it.

This fringe position is one which confronts the youth worker, the social
worker, the helping institutions of the Welfare State, as well as many ordinary
concerned individuals. To encounter it isa disturbing experience. How does one
offer help to young people who may have links with no other individual, let alone
a family or social work organisation; and what kind of help is relevant? Detacned
youth work started in response to the problem presented by 'the unattached
those young people who didn't make use of Youth Service provision. Homeless
young people are 'unattached' in a far more fundamental sense, and they there
fore often pose the detached work dilemmas in an extreme form. These dil
emmas, however, are not confined todetached workers. They raise questions for
all who areconcerned to help people, whether onthefringe ofsociety ornot.



It is some of these questions which this booklet is designed to raise, through its
account of the problems faced by a detached work project which setout tooffer
help to homeless young people. The background of the account is the twilight
area of homelessness, unemployment and loneliness. The foreground is the area
where homeless young people and project workers met: an area of tension
chaos, humour, sadness, dilemma, violence, friendship - the list is endless In
particular we want to examine whether a youth work project can escape, even
momentarily, from the role of social engineering or social control, and enter into
any kind ofreciprocal relationship with young people who could be described as
one of the least articulate, organised, recognised orappreciated sections of the
community.

When we began work one august body questioned whether such young peo
ple existed •- whether there was, in fact, any 'problem' at all. Five years later
single homelessness has become a much more politically sensitive subject cul
minating recently in awave ofindignation and alarm following the TV document-
ftle • TY 5°"°m* wnicn dramatically described the plight of homeless young
sters in London Sadly at a time of economic recession and expenditure cute,
this md.gnat.on has failed to produce any positive results as far as homeless^
young people are concerned.

™eTho,e.sub[ect of home,essness amongst young people is too large for de
tailed discussion here, but we need to touch upon some of its aspects in order to
convey the context within which wewere working

To be homeless is qualitatively different from almost any other kind of social
handicap or misfortune. It isolates you in the present - cut adrift from your past
nl ™iH" u"known ^ardous future - and no longer part of that normal, sec
ure world where people have somewhere to go when it rains. The step into
step eve^Ty.'8' theref°re' an lmmense one " vet voun9 P^ple are taking that

"Jenny tells me she has been thrown out ofhome 'for the last time'. Her dadis
VinfLTIL" a"*n9ineerin9 works and they hadarow about her being unem
ployed. She had an interview for ajob on Monday, but she was out late on
Sunday night andmissedit, soher mum toldher to go "

In?™ al!]0me ?n be the ,ast straw'the culmination of a series of incidents
h2l?" ' i nal rawLrevelati°n °f the tensions, incompatibilities, incompre-
SnmlT'!nd P.rej"d,ce wh,ch ™Y underlie family life. Who can apportion blame?Sometimes it is the young person who is pushed out, like Jenny, by parental
anger oyer her behaviour. Alternatively, it may be the young person who initiates
the confrontation and makes the judgments. 'nuiaies

''It was pouring with rain when Imet David in an amusement arcade. He had
u*,aJ*T h'S stfpfather over the ™v his stepfather treated his mother.
next "B YeSterday and spent the n'9ht out He nad "O idea what to do

V^1T^°T are °ne .age"0ld PreciPitetor of young people leaving home,
then another is theeconomic situation and thedesire for a better life

Imet alad from Belfast in the all-night cafe. He'd come over a couple of
months ago tofind work, and was roughing it."

"A Youth Employment Officerphoned us at home about two boys from Glas
gow. He wanted to know ifwe couldhelp find accommodation for them. They

had been sleeping rough over the weekend and were ™J^^**£
find somewhere more permanent to stay. The boys called in duringithe after
noon and it was soon clear that they were very 'green' and new toth,s kind of
situation. They had both been working in Glasgow, one as avan boy undone
as apainter and decorator, and had felt they were getting nowhere - out of
half-a-dozen van boys, for instance, only one or two ever became drivers. They
thought, therefore, ofleaving Glasgow and heading south.

Or your reputation may have become tarnished in your home community and it
you're going to have achance of succeeding you've got to escape the limitations

0U"Jackwas thinking ofgoing to London because of being constantly picked up
by police in Manchester. He feels he is getting abad reputation - doesnt
want to go to court again but fears it is inevitable. He thinks all will be well in

What happens to these young people when they leave home? Where do they go
and how do they manage? /«♦/,«.

"John (16) left home in Blackley two weeks ago after a row with his rawer
about leaving his Job as a welder. He spent a couple of nights wandering
around the Piccadilly arcades, and was finally picked up in one of them by a
bloke who worked in the Midland Hotel. He stayed with him for ten days. Now
he is homeless again." . .

Hardly an auspicious start, yet a typical one. During detached work in the city
centre of Manchester, project workers met many young people who had lert
home and were surviving by their casual companionship with individuals who
were usually themselves already defined by society as 'outcast or deviant. in
deed, itwas often only in such circles that they could expect tofind acceptance
andhelp, though even here standards varied andtensions arose.

"/ was joined in the arcade by Des and Pete. They greeted me noisily and ex
uberantly, and told me Joey had been looking out for me that morning. ^Des
said he was getting tired of Joey - 'after all, he isn't prepared tolookaHe
himself. Des (probably about 18) is also dossing, in aderelict house in Cheet-
ham, but although itisdirty 7a/ways keep myself clean'."

The early depressing experience of bare survival may push the young person out
in search of adventure somewhere else. .

"Jenny dossed last night in railway carriages with Paul and squint Dave, bne
looks and says she feels amess. She says she isfeeling very depressed...
Sue tells me Jenny isnow in London. 'You should hear what she isgetting up
to. Stopping men on the street and then running off with their £5. Iwouldn t
have the nerve.' She showed me aletter from Jenny. It was aclassic provincial
girl in the big city fetter. Described the bright lights but is very unhappy. Talked
about the police, pubs in Soho, and all-night clubs."

Thus begins aprocess of drifting which itis difficult to stop. The word drifting is
an evocative one, rather than one to which we would wish to give aprecise de^n-
ition. Its key element is the quality of aimlessness it conveys. It serves to differen
tiate between those young people whose movement is purposive and P'a™^ «"°
those whose movement isunplanned, non-purposive, and totally at themercy ot
prevailing conditions. Such a distinction is not, however, clear cut: between tne
two extremes there isa whole range of degrees, and also a debilitating process
Young people do not start out in life aimless, but the confusion and frustration or
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subsequent events may make it difficult for them to distinguish what they want
n,^!!^ C?n r/?asonab'y expect. Young people may leave home with aclear
purpose: to get a (better) job, and a place of their own. They may even feel that
^nlT Pk fu th'S We"; they may wait tin Pavdav' save money, and choosecarefully where they intend to go. All too soon they encounter problems - long
term accommodation is difficult to find, short-term accommodation eats up all
their money, and then they find themselves penniless and destitute
J!,k at ?!f PO'nt °u fal,Ure that the voun9 Person be9|ns to 'drift'. That pointmay be at home, where relationships break down and the young person leaves
humedly and without thought. Or it may occur later during the course of an HU
nr^!,^ '"^J6? P'3" t0.flnd WOrk and excitement in alarger city. An insidious
Zl !'? r^def,n,t,on b89«ns to take place. Having failed to find somewhere to
nve.locally, the young person may move on, confident of success elsewhere,
has of him6 6S transf0rm both hls self-fmage and the image which society

"The police were turning people off the grass. One lad asked me for alight He
saidhe was living rough; hadrowed with hisparents and couldn'tgo home He
SfrL^SSmg WBf n° fun aS nobody else is around> notlike London where there
IZ1 ?Je?P Z°Und a,S0 dossing- ' invited him nome for a meal and avn% >rZHn WOU,dlour wifeu saV *y°» boughtadropout like me back with
nZL YVe9,art y°urselfas adropout?' 'No, as somebody who has sfip-
tZil'TI f' 0f!eu fmd mvselfin amotorway caff and wonder how Igot
hl'but%VHnSn% ^ WOU'd"ke an°ther Chance- 'Pe°P,e saY theV »«»«*help but they don tencourage you much when you want to make the break.' "

crioed'e^^^ accelerated when the young person finds, as des-
thn«fJlh£h ' J? e,SeCt,°ns of soclety wno are wl,,in9 t0 "e'P h^ may be
?faTt^£!l toemSwVKeS°n,Ihe!l!?ge°f S0Ciety',ndeed' he ™V^considerably bewildered to find himself suddenly in the company of dossers, or drug
gets, or picked up in an arcade by ahomosexual. Yet he has not many alter-
le^wftl« ri^n^rin 3,dtV'and the Chances are he wj" become eith*> bootless within acity orwill simply move around the country

adLh%?J?n!Pug b" °Ve< MS Sh0U,der and had been s,eePin9 out in Picc-
InlL 1 HJf C°T-eS from Port Talbot whicn he describes as 'a one-
rlintZrHT aPdnoth,nA e,Se'' Being comP^oly unskilled he found employment hard to obtain, and he claimed there was no sociallife. Said he had been

chesti^!nZJn i°nd°n f°Ja WhUe' He Sa/dhe "»* th™9ht ofMan-
wZTLl PJo6 Th 12°0d SCene' but admitted he was disappointed inwhat hefound. Reckonedhemight driftsouth. "

npnnlirhlf,k abo"t^8 Phenomenon of drifting we are not talking about young
but ahn^t ?hn? 8dnft:nicareer as aromantic ideal which they choose to follow9but about those who drift in response to external pressures. We are concerned
too, with aphysical state, rather than an existential one, although the S^o may
be closely linked By the latter we mean akind of 'drifting' of the^oul, soTeone

r°" worker desc"b?d it, 'without aconscious aim in life', or for whom *a
r^ltol^LT ^ b6en tra"S,ated lnt0 SOmethln9 not so readl,V recognisaoie to eitherthe personconcernedor the rest of us'

'cultural dHnfJn'nt SBanCh °idestinY ne ^ never find. He cloaks himself in aculture he doesn treally understand as an excuse and really his drug taking
10

mustbe seen in that context There doesn'tseem to be any way of allowing
John to seehis reflection anditislikely that hewill continue ashecontinues ad
infinitum. The only kind of force that would be useful to him in this respect
would have to be of a religious conversion nature. His wounds are just too
primal."

Many young people we know have been in justsuch a stateofaimlessness: in
deed theexperiences which group around the axis of homelessness do much to
createsuch a state. We would not wish to overlook, deny, or underestimate the
state of 'existential terror' inhomeless young people, yetthisstate isnottheir de
fining characteristic, indeed itis shared by a good proportion of the population.
Rather, we need to simplify the concept of 'drifting' —to concentrate upon the
actual physical process in order to avoid a purely personalised or psychological
explanation and to focus upon the social and economic pressures upon the
young person.

"I tend toregard Ken as the epitome of the drifter weare particularly concern
ed about. He is basically extremely isolated and vulnerable. He says he has
seen no-one for a week. He is very self-conscious and analytical and always
tries to chart his progress since arriving back in Manchester. He feels he has
achieved very little. He talks aboutgoing down to London. He seems to think it
wouldbe easier to make friends down there and to achieve the kind of things
he wants to achieve inhis own eyes. He regards London as a place where the
action is."

Here drifting is conceived in terms of movement from onesituation to another,
perhaps in response to inflated and unobtainable, yetstrongly held, aims. One of
the saddest processes to watch is the way in which frustration of aims, and en
forced rootlessnessand insecurity, can eat away at a young person's self concept
until heabandons his purpose and adopts a nihilistic posture with regard both to
himself and a wider society.

Although, therefore, one could embroider endlessly upon the theme of 'drift
ing', both as a social and an ethical concept, the rough and ready definition we
have used inthe past has been a physical one. Thecriterion for offering help has
been that a young person is 'adrift'; carried by the current of unemployment to
onespot, smashed around on the rock of homelessness in another, swept off
somewhere else by police harassment — likea boat without power.

Thewords without power have become increasingly significant. It is precisely
the lackof power which has been seen to underly the predicamentof young peo
ple known to the project; and the work of the project has come again andagain
upon the conceptof power —the power of institutions, the power of the work
ers, the alignment of power alongside young people, the attemptto discover how
meaningful it isforyoung people to tryand gainpowerovertheirownlives.

'Drifting', therefore, hasbeena formative word inthe development ofthe proj
ect. For the early workers a developing awareness of the processes involved in
drifting helped them to focus upon the kind of young people with whom they
wanted to be involved, and to identify some points of intervention. The concept
provided a direct link between the experience of local young people who remain
within the cityand other young peoplewho travel the country —both being seen
to be victims of external forces which kept them on the move.

Yet in practical terms to apply the word 'drifter' to a young person is hardly
helpful —it is an emotive and simplistic label. We have therefore turned to the
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word 'homeless' as a more neutral term. It also serves to identify one of the cruc
ial elements in the situation which drives young people to 'drift' — the lack of
accommodation. Whilst unemployment, poverty, and isolation are also great
problems, none can be tackled whilst a young person is homeless: to have acc
ommodation is a basic of survival.

However, we would wish to extend the term 'homeless young people' beyond
simply those young people who are at a certain point of time physically without a
roof over their heads. In the same way that 'single homeless' has become a gen
eric term covering people in a variety of situations, so must 'homeless young
people' encompass all those young people in insecure, substandard accomm
odation, who live under the threat of harassment and summary eviction, in con
stant risk of homelessness, without any form of community support — a whole
range of young people whose lives are insecure, unsettled and isolated, and who
survive precariously by floating around the dingy margins of the cheap furnished
rented accommodation market.

The term "the vicious circle" has become well-worn, yet it continues to des
cribe the livesof too many people who are faced with the brutal impossibility of
breaking out of their situation. This circularity of circumstance applies equally to
young people who have taken the step of leaving home and have run up against
difficulties. In their case, the circle usually spirals gently downwards, until it flat
tens out into the "treadmill" where older single homeless people revolve wearily
through psychiatric hospital, lodging house, prison, night shelter, hostel. Is there
an escape route? Some young people swallow their pride and return home,
though the problems that drove them out still remain, and may force them to
move on again later.

"/ calledon Eddie. He is crashingin a largeroom at the top ofa house —matt
resses on the floor. There are four permanent tenants, plus Eddie and his
friend. Eddie can't stay much longer, it is too crowded. He has just arrived
from Cumberlandandfinds Manchestera real contrast. Heis depressed by the
difficulty in finding somewhere to live...
Eddierangme today. He has now decided that it is impossible for him to settle
in Manchester untilhe has some cash. He is going back to Cumberland to get
some money — might come back next week and will contact me. I think he
probablywon't come back here — willprobably driftsomewhere else."

For others, their attempt to return home simply incurs further rejection.
"Tony hadjust been to see his mum. She toldhimnot to come again. She call
ed him 'one of those hippies'. He was very upset."
"Paulhasjust come back from Birmingham to find his father after an absence
of a few months. He is 17 but comes across as very young and naive for his
age. He feels he willbe OKonce he has tracedhis family. Theproblem is that
their previous house has been demolished and Pauldoesn't know where they
have been rehoused...

We locatedPaul's father's new address and Paulwent off thisevening to see
him. At 10p.m. he rang to ask if he could stay with us again, as his fatherhad
refusedtolethim in thehouseandhadtoldhimnot to bothercoming again."

Nor, of course, should one assume that young people necessarilyhave any home
at all to go to, as one young person pointed out:

"Me, I've never had a home since I was three. I've been in fourteen children's
homes, then Iwasput in Borstal, andafterthatIjust had to lookaftermyself."
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If home is not apossible choice, what chance does ayoung person stand of ach
ieving a viable independent existence? In all our major cities the problem of the
short supply of cheap rented accommodation is an acute one. Each year student
bodies raise an outcry about the impossibility of housing all their students. Sit-ins
and squats are becoming normal amongst students. If this generally articulate,
intelligent and resourceful section of the population has difficulties, it can be
imagined how many problems unemployed, unskilled, poorly educated young
people have.

Different young people have different ways of trying to get into a city, borne
arrive confidentthat they are well-equipped for the future.

"Three ladsfrom Belfast called inat thesuggestion of the Youth Employment
Office. They were very interesting from the point ofview ofseeing the different
ways that individuals adapt to the problem ofarrival and settling into a new
city. They were very smart, in jackets and ties, and clearly out to make agood
impression. They had stayed two nights in the YMCA and spent £16.50. They
had thought when they arrived that they had plenty ofmoney so this was the
first surprise. They were very naive about the prices and conditions ofrooms.
They wanted a flat which would take three of them with individual rooms.
They had no idea about rent in advance, and got very depressed as we filled
them in. They are determined to getwork ofany kind asquickly as possible so
asto getsettled, but itisquite clear that they won't getwork until they get an
address."

Another will seehis initial problem asgetting short-term accommodation, only to
find that this restricts his later choices.

"I met Ivan asarranged. He had arrived in Manchester a week ago, planning to
stay here and look for work. The only accommodation he could find had been
in the Salvation Army hostel. He stayed there for two nights on a voucher and
hated it. He is now very worried about getting trapped in that situation, i.e.
receiving a voucher each week from Social Security and so never getting
enough cash to break out of the situation. He said that the only way he saw
out was by dossing out, sohe had slept rough for the past two nights. Iadmire
this as Isee itas a refusal to get labelled as a Salvation Army hostel kind of
person." ...

Others will make no arrangements about where they are going to stay, but win
simply hope that something will turn up - even when such hope is contradicted
by their experiences in the past. .

"Phil and Mary were referred for emergency accommodation. They had just
arrived from Dundee and had nowhere togo. I said we would be able toput
them up. They carried two carriers with their clothes. They said they had hitch
eddown the previous day and spent the night in a bus shelter. They planned
staying in Manchester - they had come here before but had gone home be
cause they couldn't find accommodation. They had left Dundee because they
couldn't find work, only to find work down here butnowhere to stay."

The simple fact is, that, by whatever route they come, young people end up
faced by homelessness. There is not enough accommodation for them easily to
find a bedsitter. In Manchester, like most towns and cities, many factors have
contributed to thecrisis. Due to a large-scale programme ofurban renewal, many
areas containing large old multi-occupied houses have been demolished, causing
a drastic reduction in the number of cheap rooms available. The student popula-
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tionof the University and other furthereducation institutions is constantly on the
increase, with plans in hand for onlya derisory increase in University accomm
odation schemes.Asthissector of the market has becomemoreand moreprofit
able flat agencies have spreadthrough the city, both buying property themselves
and managing it for formerly independent landlords. These agencies have in
creased considerably the demands made on prospective tenants, such as refer
ences, fourweeks' rent inadvance, deposits, and so on. They will often only take
students or workers. Duringthe lifeof the project we have watched students and
flat agencies invade and take overthe traditionally cheaperand less 'respectable'
areas of the city; we have noted a marked increase in demands for 'weeks in
advance' (which are really deposits) —from one week to four weeks; and in
creasing selectivity on the part of landlords. This has effectively meant that the
only remaining rooms available to the young people we know are those with the
most dismal conditions and the most unscrupulous landlords. You don't find
them by looking in the newspaper or 'phoning agencies. You find them bywalk
ing the streets, peering in the window of the corner newsagent for a grubby, ill-
lettered card which is on permanent display and which may just be worth trying
for a vacancy. Workers were prepared to put a lot of effort into searching for
rooms, and would drive young people aroundthe city. Whereas at one timethey
could expectto find a room forsomeoneina day, nowwe would expect it to take
five or six days.

"Itwas a verydepressing afternoon which convinced me that the stock is dec
lining rapidly. We toured all the addresses I know in Whalley Range, Moss
Side, and Rusholme, and found nowhere. Jim got very depressed, but Sylvia
kept him going."
"I went flat hunting with PeteandGeorge. A depressing affair. Both came in
their best clothes, but with little optimism. They are fed up with dossing in
derelicts. George in particular isdepressed —theirpresent house is very damp
andhe is unwell. He was illduring the afternoon. They have few substantial
meals —mainly chips and beans. They both look unwell. The weather isgett
ing cold. We found nowhere."

Moreover, any kind of disability or handicap —a speech impediment, for ex
ample —immediately reducesa young person's desireability.

"It is really difficult to understandBoband he looks a bitrundown. So it means
thatIhave to approach landlords withhim whichat once raises doubts in their
minds. Either we are homosexuals and therefore undesireable, or else I am
from the Welfare and therefore the boy is automatically a problem person. It
was a very depressing morning. Bob was obviously aware of what was going
on and was also depressed. It was quite obvious that rooms were taken as
soon as they heard me and saw him. The only room we saw was in Heald
Grove. They wanted £6for a tiny room without even a bed, justa settee, anda
sharedkitchen. When Imentioned to the caretaker that itseemed a bit expen
sive hewas quite shortandsaid they wouldhave nodifficulty in letting it."

Of course, with a baby your chances are also minimal, and you are forced into
accepting accommodation that is almost unbearable.

"The room wasblatantly inadequate. It was supposed to be the kitchen be
longing to a larger room, and was now being letoffas a single room. It was
really very small —a chair, table, sink and two gas rings a/most completely
filled it, and one wouldstillhave togeta bed into it. Itwas very depressing and
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notvery clean. Sally was aghast at the idea ofliving in this room with the baby,
andsaidit would drive her mad."

Even a young person without such handicaps has little choice: his very need
makes him an easy prey in a landlord's market.

"Eventually we found a rundown room... We were shown round theplace bya
seven year oldboy. The actual business of letting the rooms is in the hands of
two of the older sons who we were told were at school that morning! They
turned out to be about 15. It was a bad room — attic with no furniture, just a
filthy bed, for £6. Petewas forced to take it. While we haggled over the rent,
another son turned upina brand new carhe hadjustpurchased."

So, ifyoufind a room —anyroom —you have to takeit. There isnoquestion of
choice. And even when you find a room, your problems don't end there. You
may, for instance, then have difficulty in getting money, convincing Social Sec
urity of the validity of the address, persuading the landlord to provide a rent
book, waiting for daysfor a visitor from Social Security to checkon you, or giros
being stolen or delayed.

"The difficulty was highlighted when on Christmas Eve Donny rang me at
4.30 to say theyhad no food or cash. What could they do? He saidhis giro
hadn't arrived. Iaskedwhyhe hadn't contactedSocialSecurity earlier, buthe
was too frightened to enquire. Said he thought they wouldbe angry. I event
ually contactedtheemergency SocialSecurity officer (through thepolice) who
finally agreed to make a payment if we came to his house. He gave Donny £3
to cover the holiday. We found an Indian shop which was still open and he
boughta bit of ham and a few other oddments for their Christmas dinner.
When we got back we found Jillwas illagain."

Not only is money a problem, but there is the whole question of boredom and
loneliness in a room with few facilities and no heating.

"Jack rang us and said Alan had been to Social Security butthey would only
send money by giro, therefore they were still broke until tomorrow. Could I
lend them 50p? I met them in town and they devoured the small amount of
food I bought. I lent them 50p but they clearly wanted me to see their flat.
Certainly itis very bad. Perhaps theworst room IhaveseeninManchester. The
attic ofan old house in Rusholme. No sheets, no stove, no key, no rent book.
Windows high upin the wall. Very dirty. They asked what they could doin the
evenings. They borrowed Monopoly from us and I invited them round for a
meal on Saturday evening."

You mayjust have settled inwhen you start to have problems withthe landlord.
"Pat hadreceiveda notice to quitafter a rowwith thelandlord. She hadasked
him whathappened toherdeposit andwas toldshe would have to go. A really
badroom at a very high rent. We discussed whether she should fight theland
lord over this, but she said she would ratherlook for a new flat."

What is important is that the whole complicated process of finding a room and
getting money is an exhausting and draining one. It is no wonder that some
young peopledriftoff elsewhere even beforethey find a room. Even determined,
capable young people are tempted to give in, like the couple described below,
both of whom were articulate and intelligent, and who had each other for support
and company.
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"Charlie andFay hadtravelled upfrom Bournemouth on Sunday. They dossed
two nights in the city centre, and spent Tuesday night with a distant friend
who wasnonetoopleased. They hadspent the whole of Wednesday, before
they contacted us, searching for a flat. They didn't want a hostelas they didn't
want to be separated — wouldrather doss. Isaid they could crashwithus and
I would drive them around next day. I would also forward the first week's rent
as a loan. They were very relieved. They were both very tired andhungry. I
took them home andwe gave them a meal, which they both devoured. They
hadn'teatenproperly for threedays...

Next day (Thursday)Ileft them to search around Rusholme/Faflowfield while I
was busy. Met them at2. They hadtried 6-8flats butwith no luck. Again tired
and depressed and hungry. We toured Withington, Chorlton, Whalley Range
andMoss Side in thecar, again with no luck. Both were getting very depress
ed. 'We should have made arrangements before coming. I would never just
leaveagain. What on earth arewe going to do?' They wantedto findwork the
nextday. They stillworked very hardat it, though they were getting a bitshort-
tempered. They were clearly tempted to wander off. At last we found a flat in
Longsight —a reasonable room, butno fire andno bedding. Great exhaustion
overtook them. I took them home for a snack, gave them a flask to last the
nightanda note forSocial Security the next day. Weloaned themourblankets
and I drove them to the flat...

On Saturday I visited them at 6 p.m. They were sitting in their room in their
coats. Social Security hadrefused to give them anymoney on Friday. They
had gone to the Labour Exchange andat lastgot a B1 although theclerk had
been fairly cynical: 7 see you're settling down in the winter. Why didn't you
settle in the summer?'At 3.00they were sent to the Social Security, buthad
nobus fare. They had tojump a bus, and the conductor let them go free. 7felt
soawful.' They arrivedat Social Security notlong before closing. The girl clerk
said they couldn't payanything before a visit; she only glanced at myletter.
Charlie pointed out their situation, but after consultation the girl said there
was nothing she could do until after a visit. Ibought them a meal. They were
both very hungry. They were annoyedatthe attitude ofthe clerk, butsaid they
decidednot tocausea scene as thepolicewerearound...

/ tookthem some food to cookon Sunday...
On Monday they still had no money. Social Security said a giro would arrive
the next day, plus a visitor...

Tuesday: the giro arrived for £8(part payment) and they waited in all day but
there was no visitor. They had hoped tobe in work bynow. Worried because
nearly all the giro would be eaten up by their next rent payment, which was
almost due...

Wednesday: there was no visitor, but when Charlie rang up the Social Security
said one would call first thing the following morning. They were getting very
fed up and depressed...
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Thursday: Charlie rang again, very relieved. The visitor had arrived, and would
senda giro on Saturday. Fay hadbeen for ajobas a typist. He plans painting
theroomout, to try and cheerit up, as theybothfind it very depressing. He
wonders whether theyshouldtry andmove somewhere else, as theroom is so
cold..."

This, therefore, is the arena within which the Project has been working. It has
been concerned, at a basic level, with helping young people to survive. It has
been trying to ensure that what beginsas a creative attempt to achieve a better
life doesn't turn into complete disaster. But it doesn't end there; on a second
level there is also the question of the quality of life. On the one hand workers
have been dealing with questions of how to meet and offer acceptable and
relevant help to homeless young people; on the other they have been trying to
learnhow to developrelationships whichare mutually helpful and life-enhancing.
They have been coping with the practical problems of finding scarce accomm
odation and fighting for people's rights; they havealso been faced with personal
questions about themselves and their raison d'etre in the light of their exposure
to young people who have endured crisis and deprivation and at an early age
found themselves totally alone in the world.

The story of the project is fraught with inconsistencies and problems: it has
never tried to be a coherent, immaculate whole. It has reflected the needs of its
various workers as well as the needs of young people. It has been, for all of us, a
learning experience. Something of what we have learnt we try to describe in the
following pages.
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CHAPTER TWO

"Each torpid turn of the world
has such disinheritedchildren,
to whom no longer what's been
andnot yet what'scomingbelongs."

Rilke

"Igotto The Anchor about8p.m. Despite therumours aboutbanning nobody
was beingexcluded. It was crowdedas usual. Pat was organising a group to
go to a party. We all left at 9.30 for the party but her friend refused to admit
anyone in jeans, so Pat organised everyone away again. Penny (who came
withme) decided to stay after seeing someone she knew. We returned to The
Anchor. John was in — hadn't returned to Bristol after all. Bob was back from
Norway. Gerry was with Janetagain. Sally andJoe were going tolookata flat
in Parkfield Road tomorrow. Steve can't return to Chester yet, his pad has
gone. Still with landlady here. Selling his last two LPs (says he's sold 100for
beer money). Richard hasbeen for ajobas a kitchen porter. Ann waslooking
pretty unkempt —said if she couldn'tget highshe'd have to get drunk. Carta
came in —has got a job at The Castle at the weekends. She stayed out on
Monday night butherdadhasn't thrown herout yet. The policewere inagain.
We left for The Cavern and then on to Dino's. On the wayIsaw three young
girls with rucksacks by thehot-dog man. Iaskedthem where they were going
— London. Invited them to come along to Dino's. It was very crowded. We
wentout forfresh air —Len andLloyd on steps opposite calledme over. They
were sitting in therain, both high andstillsmoking. Fantastic descriptions of
therain. Len was very uncertain of himself; afraid of theexperience, wanted
me to stay with him. The three girls in Dino's were not happy, many drunks
trying to chat themup. Took thembackto theflatwithme about 11.30."

The origins of the City Centre Project lie in the concern of youth workers for the
kind of young people and situations described above. Particularly during the late
1960's the city centre of Manchester could be identified as a place to which a
variety of young people gravitated. For many young people, of course, it was
simply a place which supplied an enjoyable nightout. Forothers, however, itwas
more central — it provided the focus for their lives and expressed much of their
disillusionment with wider society. Theywere seen as actual or potential 'drop-
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outs' (as the terminology then was), and were described by one youth worker as

"They flaunt their rejection of accepted soial values in their appearance: long
hair, extravagant, exotic and untidy dress; they have their own music (the
Times calls it 'minority pop'), avoid work ifpossible, and they substitute drugs
for alcohol. They are mostly flat-dwellers and where they are stillathome there
is much antagonism from parents who are unable to comprehend the new
'language'. They are a mobile group moving to other cities (mainly London)
and are accepted within similar groups in these cities. Likewise we are meeting
young people who have come to Manchester from otherareas."

Such a description is, however, misleading since it links together a whole range
of attitudes and behaviour which are by no means necessarily connected. It
suggests acoherence of philosophy and life-style which was certainly not shared
by most of the young people who used the city centre facilities. The whole cult
ural and ethical world of"thealternative" wasanattractive onefor young people
whose own worlds were often grim, conflict-ridden, lacking in opportunity or
merely colourless and insipid. But itwould be misleading to characterise all these
young people asstrong exponents of a particular world-view; rather it provided
the particular contemporary setting within which they sought toescape from or
mitigate the difficulties and problems of their lives. The 'hippies', the idealists,
were comparatively few in number, but their slogans of love, freedom and peace,
and the song and colour of the setting, were highly attractive to all kinds of
young people. Even more unexpected and welcome was their genuine accept
ance ofthese fringe members of their circle despite the practical problems they
might pose - petty shoplifting and careless drug exchanges were commonplace.
Thus, for a time, several worlds coalesced: the student, articulate, intellectual,
largely middle-class, world of dissent mingled with the economically and socially
disadvantaged worlds of skinheads, unemployed, truants, homeless. This phen
omenon has now largely disappeared. Ideological dissent is more strongly activ
ist, more political, and more community oriented. The dispossessed amongst the
young are now worlds away again from their more fortunate contemporaries.
During the life of the City Centre Project we have seen conditions becoming
grimmer for these young people, as the economic climate has changed, and no
longer is there even this cultural context within which they can submerge their
isolation. t \

However, to return to the late 1960's, it was the 'citycentrescene which was ,
identified asattracting many young people with difficulties. These young people ,
wereseen to be 'at risk' invarious ways: their experimentation with a wide range
of drugs sometimes got out of control; some were homeless; many were isolated
and lacking in support in attempting to live on their own; some were becoming
increasingly delinquent orcriminal; many were open to considerable exploitation
from more experienced adults. In 1968, therefore, theYouth Development Trust
began a programme aimed at helping young people in the city centre. The kinds
of situations in which the early volunteers became involved and the ways in
which theysawtheir taskareillustrated bythe extracts below:

"Alex is 17. He isalways high on mandrax (even atwork). He wants to be liked
(particularly wants agirlfriend), but knows the effects ofthe drug work against
this. The relationship mustbestrengthenedso that he can be met in a 'normal
state and his problem discussed."
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"Philip is 16. Two months ago his father threw him out because he wouldn't
find work; hesleptonfloors until hisfriends grewtired of him so he hadtofind
work.^ Ipersuaded him Ihad a friend in the Youth Employment Office who
wasn'ta 'bastard'like the others, who wouldseehim: heagreed toit, andafter
much hesitation gave me his surname."

"Margaret, 16, has 7 V Levels, expelled from school. She is four months
pregnant but won't tell her parents. Wants a flat. A difficult girl tocontact so
I'm working through her best friend who agrees she must tell her parents
(thinks they will be unsympathetic). Margaret has obviously not faced up to
the fact sofar that she ispregnant. We must be there to help when she ispre
pared to consider her future."

This work was largely undertaken by volunteers, although for a time a full-time
worker was employed, and during 1970 a part-time worker. The project was a
detached youth work project. The various workers attempted tomeet avariety of
young people in cafes, stations, pubs andcoin arcades, to get to know them and
to help them sortout any difficulties they might have. The part-time worker was
particularly 'successful' in this, and she became well known, liked and used by a
number of teenagers.

Aproblem about this work, however, was its fragmentary nature. Dependent
as it was upon volunteers, itwas difficult to maintain a consistent programme of
work. It might be possible, for example, tovisit the railway and bus stations only
once a week. The pressure of police harassment and the attitudes of pub and
cafe owners kept young people on the move, so that the meeting places had to
change. Alocal Trust supported the work, butthe financial resources available to
the project were very limited, and itwas impossible to make long-term commit
ments in this area.

The problem was finally resolved in late 1970 when two sources of funding for
a full-time project materialised. Two workers were to be funded for five years
under the Urban Aid programme, with the specific brief of helping local young
people atrisk in the city centre; two further workers were to be funded (chiefly by
the Gulbenkian Foundation, with support from a local charitable Trust) for three
years with a peripatetic brief which was designed to enable them to contactand
support young people from thearea who went to London and to investigate the
general drift from north to south (in particular with reference to Glasgow). In
January 1971 a project leader was appointed and took on the task of trying in the
existing fieldwork with implementing and exploring the two aspects of work
agreed for funding.

This account of the project, therefore, dates from January 1971; this is the
date that the City Centre Project as we now know itcommenced. Itwas at this
point that the first member of the team was appointed and that major funding
started The project leader had the clear responsibility of developing a project
along the lines ofthe applications submitted to the grant-aiding bodies. For the

?A/um8 W°rk COU,d be jnltjated wltn the Prospect of long-term commitment.
VVhilst we use this date as the commencement of the project, we must note

the importance of the preliminary work, in particular in two respects. In the first
place the project leader inherited a situation where hedid nothave to start from
scratch. He was able to draw upon the previous work to immediately identify key
meeting places in the city, and he was specifically introduced to some of the
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young people with whom the part-time worker had established strong links. Sec
ondly, the project was firmly established in the tradition of detached youth work
both as a result ofits own practical work and the more general commitment ot
the Youth Development Trust, which had already mounted two detached work
projects - one with delinquent boys in an inner city district of Manchester and
one with adolescent girlsin a Cheshire town.

Since that time the project has apparently moved some distance from itsdet
ached work beginnings. Yet it has, nonetheless, regarded the idea of detached
work as one ofthe important constructs around which workers have attempted
to theorise about their work. Since Mary Morse published 'The Unattached
(Penguin: 1965), detached work has moved from being seen as 'experimental or
'new' to being an accepted part of youth work, yet we believe that many of its
implications and internal contradictions have not been sufficiently explored. This
project has enabled us-to look closely atsome of the questions raised by the ideo
logy and practice of detached youth work; these questions have been thrown up
from two sources - thepractical problems ofworking in thefield, and thevary
ing perspectives and experiences of the seven workers who have participated in
the project. . . . . ,

As a starting point we have used asimple (some would say simplistic) model ot
detached work: one which nodoubt isunfair to those workers who operate with
sensitivity and sophistication in difficult areas and under varying constraints.
Nevertheless we believe this simple model to be the onewhich is commonly in
the minds of those who appoint detached workers, and it is thus the starting
point of many projects and defines the expectations of employers, and often ot
employees as well. It must be a matter of concern that whilst detached youth
work isnow a common feature ofmany local authority youth services, itsaccept
ance and respectability - be it for reasons of novelty or short term political ex
pediency - has outrun critical discussion and analysis of the role of such work
ers, their position vis a vis 'clients' and employers, and the kinds of influences
which determine theform and progress ofthework. The model ofdetached work
and the role ofdetached worker can be limiting if they are narrowly determined.
Such a label often forces a worker to continue working in a way which is no
longer appropriate to the situation, rather than being free to develop his contacts
with young people in avariety of ways. To a large extent, therefore, we feel that
detached work as a concept has remained in its infancy: that the simple model
prevails. . . .

What, then, is this model of detached work? It is basically a concept associated
with the Youth Service. It grew from concern about 'the unattached or the
'unclubbables'. - those young people who most visibly demonstrated the failure
of the Youth Service to reach them by kicking their heels on street corners or in
coffee bars and coin arcades. Such young people are not always defined simply
as being 'in need' in some sense; they are also often seen as posing a threat to
society through their inadequately socialised or deviant behaviour. Thus detach
ed workers are often appointed in response to problems such as vandalism or
delinquency. Detached work is seen as a technique for contacting and he ping
these youngsters. It involves the worker going out to mix with young people on
their own ground, frequently without revealing his identity or employment, gain
ing their confidence, and then attempting to use his relationship with them to
achieve certain goals. (Often these goals are not explicit; itis assumed that every-
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This lack of explicitness makes it difficult for the worker to know what his spec
ific tasks are. The report of a recent conference of detached workers noted this
problem, and the feeling that itled to underuse of the worker's potential

"Problems were encountered, especially amongst workers employed by Local
Authorities, ofan absence ofdirection ofwork. Neither the immediate employ
ing agency, nor related agencies, seemed to know what the function of the
detached worker was, although frequently both the geographical area and the
age group ofpotential clients was, sometimes rigidly, defined. Lack ofclarity
offunction fed to situations in which workers were asked to check on pupils
who were absent from schools and to do shopping for oldpeople "*

This is a problem which has grown rather than diminished, as detached workers
have been influenced by the developments in community work which have been
taking place around them. At one time the detached work emphasis was almost
solely upon the relationship which sprang up between the worker and 'client'
and this was seen as the instrument by which change was effected. ASchools
Council Working Paper on the roles of teachers and youth workers notes this
emphasis in youth work:

Dr. Cyril Smith has argued in this connection it is the methods ofsocial work
rather than educational methods which are appropriate. (Social Work Method

2l.\ Uth. Serv,ce " Trends in Education, April 1968). 'Social work
method he maintains 'is basedon acarefulassessmentofthe emotionalneeds
and social situation ofthe client, and the worker consciously uses himself to
help the clientresolve his own problems. Furthermore, social workers consider
it essential to convince their clients that whatever they may do, they will still
accept them as persons and try and help them although they cannot condone
their behaviour. He goes on to claim that it is this method which has been
used in many successful 'youth work'projects with the 'unattached' He
quotes from the study by Goetschius and Tash, who define 'unattachment'as
a conflict in expectations between those who offer the service (authorities
youth centres, and others in the youth service) and those - the young people
- who want and need itbut who are unable or unwilling to accept iton the
conditions on which it is offered.' Smith argues the need for acasework app
roach to such young people and stresses that such a helping process is de
manding in^ both time and skill. Small case loads are an inevitable conse-
quence.

iHnSr' ™chug/ueater emPhasis is now being placed upon the community sett
ing within which the young person finds himself, and the need to relate the two
jobdeTcripilon a 'auth0rlty detached worker recently gave the following

"Thejob involves making contact with the youth population in the area, help
ing to develop relationships between them and the adultpopulation, encourag-
Z C°mmun,Zy pro^s and introducing the young people to available resour-
coverZTneeds™ ""^ *° as8*t'" their devel°Pmer* ™<* *> help dis-

•^H?vR,pS!t? V fift!? 2a,iona' De'̂ hed Youth Work Seminar.
chJrman of ml Yo" ĥ Z^nxJ^^lTf^^^0^ Worki«n9 Pap€r *>•{Dr- <*»' Smith was afounder, androuin Development Trust, and influential inthedevelopment ofthe first detached work projects inManchester.)
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There may well be advantages in this move away from a highly individual-
biased view of detached work to amore general acknowledgment of thedei^ached
worker's involvement in interaction between young people and the community.
Yet it does little or nothing to help the detached worker with his dilemmas and
may add to them. For along with the traditional detached work problems of vul
nerability, exposure, strain, etc. the detached youth worker now also has to face
the wide ranging conflicts posed by community work practice. Not only must ne
grapple with the stresses of individual relationships, he must also confront issues
such as his relationship with authority structures and community groups, whose
definition ofsituations isrelevant, where do his loyalties primarily lie?

Since it is the detached worker who is the intermediary, it is within him that
these problems become embodied. He faces, therefore, a very ambiguous and
demanding role, which he has to work out at the same time as he sorts out tne
practical details of entering the world of 'the unattached' and becoming accept
able tothe young people. This is by no means an easy task; in fact it is ademand
ing difficult and often exhausting job to undertake. Understandably, therefore,
much discussion of detached work has centred upon technique: how, for exam
ple, does one go about contacting young people? There are many technical
problems which arise out of such an exposed and unstructured method of worK-
ing, some of which we shall later explore. We are concerned, however, that a
preoccupation with technique can all too often obscure the ethical problems aris
ing from the use of detached work, as well as the contradictions which the work
er has to hold in tension within himself. .

We find it helpful, therefore, to consider the history of the project in terms of
these ideas. If an account ofa project is to make any sense, we believe it must
illuminate areas ofgeneral significance, rather than simply detail the minutiae ot
its internal and quite specific workings. Yet we wish toavoid asimplistic account
which ignores the practical problems of putting ideals into action which skates
over the contradictory implications ofmany ofour ideas, orwhich suggests tnat
wehave a coherent philosophy which all theworkers equally affirm.

Even to attempt to give a brief history of the project raises problems, since
workers make differing judgments upon the usefulness or implications of certain
periods in the project. Yet in order to provide a framework for analysis it is nec
essary to show how the project developed over time; and there are some clear
and non-controversial divisionswhich can be made.
Phase I

The project began in January 1971 with detached work similar to the model we
set up earlier. The first worker spent his time chiefly in continuing contact with
local young people who frequented particular commercial facilities and ini attemp
ting tomeet young people from other cities who were drifting through Manches
ter (this was done mainly in coin arcades and all-night cafes). The first s.x months
of the project, therefore, were largely exploratory (although they did entail con
siderable involvement in the crises and problems of particular young people);
they were dominated by the need to establish a viable and acceptable project,
and to link the local and national aspects of the project into a coherent and com
prehensible whole. . . .

In Chapter 3we relate this phase to the problem of working out an identity tor
project workers. In making contact with young people, who did workers claim to
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be, and how does this initial kind of structuring of role relate to the way in which
young people are defined, how their needs are viewed, and the kind of action
this analysis implies for the workers?

Phase II

In July 1971 a second worker wasappointed and the two workers became heav
ily involved in various self-help groups then emerging in Manchester, in particular
with an 'alternative' information service. Through these groups the workers not
only met local young people who were experiencing a wide range of difficulties
but also many young people who were moving from city to city. They particularly
identified themselves as being concerned with accommodation difficulties and
were involved not only with providing emergency accommodation in their own
homes but also with finding bedsit accommodation and sorting out the various
problems associated with trying toachieve an independent existence.

Chapters 4and 5discuss two of the issues which were uppermost during this
period. The workers continued to be very much detached workers in the trad
itional style, and were seen as individuals rather than part of any structure. The
problem of 'making contact' had largely disappeared, and the workers were in
stead overwhelmed with demands from young people who, having received
practical help, were often keen to explore other dimensions of their personal
dilemmas. This led to a close examination of the kind of relationships the workers
were developing. Many of the young people saw them as their friends, rather
than in any specific helping role. In this respect they were clearly not normal soc
ial work relationships. Chapters 4 and 5, therefore, try to look at the nature and
quality ofthese relationships, and the reasons why they came to bedominant in
the work of the Project. We also try to explore the implications of this style of in
volvement both for aworker's personal sanity, and for the concept of profession
alism within the helping relationship.

Phase III

This could be termed the 'structured' phase of the project, and covers the period
from, 1973 to early 1976. During this time the project operated as a clearly recog
nisable agency within Manchester. It now had four workers, having recently re
cruited aworker to liaise with London agencies and a research worker. It opened
itsown information service for homeless young people, and used this as a con
tact point and information resource. It continued toprovide emergency accomm
odation and to findrooms inthe commercial sector.

The London worker increased contact with agencies outside Manchester, and
also was available to help young people who found themselves in difficulties in
other towns. The research worker initiated contact with agencies in Glasgow
and became particularly involved in recording young people's perceptions of
what had been happening to them.

In addition, two of the workers were closely involved in the setting up of two
bedsit schemes for young people. Although these were managed by asmall char
ity independent of the project there were close links - oneworker wascaretaker
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at one of the schemes, whilst the other worker was a member of the manage-

This'growing experience, coupled with the increasing«^^£^
odatior,.crisis in the cheap rented sector, also led "^^^^^
ment in attempting to influence policy with regard to the single homeless in the
NTwa^alsto during this phase that staff changes occured. At the end of 19731 the
second and third workers left the project. The third worker was immediately re
nted and the second worker was replaced in July 1974, followmg asix-month
t8&'End^ Particularly to this phase, where the project deve^ped
specific structures of its own and therefore became P '̂c"lar,V^e9e0tf^^
aspect of detached work. How relevant is it for the detached worker to^set up a
structure to serve the needs of young people, and does this erode his; stance.in
any way? Given that he is still adetached worker, what is his relationship to other
agencies, and what kind of management structure does he require in order to re-
^"Sese three phases, therefore, has been related to specific detached
work issues. The early work was obviously markedly different from PhaselH,
when the project became 'established'. Yet it would be wrong to WlY that part
icular issues relate only to particular chronological periods. The natureof the
workers' relationship to other agencies, for example, arose in the first two
phases, not only in Phase III; similarly, the question of relat.onsh.ps with young
people was a recurring theme throughout the project. Whilst ^W to
grapple with the new dilemmas thrown up as the project grew both in size and
structures, we also tried to keep contact with the 'roots' of the project: to.main
tain the values of the 'detached work' period in the 'agency phase. We* have
chosen to isolate issues and to place them in a particular context rna.nly in order
therefore, to reduce the complexity of the task. To understand the project and
the particular stance it adopted it is necessary to see all these issues; as facets of
one central problem: what are we doing when we say we are working with young
people?
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CHAPTER THREE

He isquick, thinking in clear images;
Iam slow, thinking inbroken images.

He becomes dull, trusting to his clear images;
Ibecome sharp, mistrusting my broken images.

Trusting his images, heassumes their relevance;
Mistrusting myimages, Iquestion theirrelevance.

Assuming theirrelevance, heassumes the fact;
Questioning their relevance, Iquestion the fact.

When the fact fails him, hequestions his senses;
When the fact fails me, Iapprove mysenses.

He continues quick and dullin his clearImages;
Icontinue slowandsharp in my broken images.

He in anew confusion ofhis understanding;
Unanewunderstanding ofmyconfusion.

Robert Graves: In Broken Images

"I got the impression this evening that I was the centre ofmuch attention
Perhaps it became something of an obsession, but wherever I looked folk
seemed to be staring at me and then averting their eyes when they caught
mine. Igotthe definite impression that they think Iam apoliceman andIhad to
make a conscious effort not to look around me for quite a while. It was an ex
tremely unpleasant sensation, and only made me feel more out ofplace. Ifelt
thatmy casual clothes were in some way obviously casualf"

The immediate question faced by the detached youth worker is "Who am Isupp
osed to be? He is aware that he is in asetting which is probably unusual in many
respects, at least for him, and he needs tofind an identity which makes sense for
both him and the young people whom he hopes to meet. Only by so doing can he
avoid thefeeling ofbeing watched andsuspected.
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In some early detached work in this country one stratagem was to conceal the
identity of the worker: he became a kind of 'undercover agent' in the world of
young people. This device was employed because it was felt that young people
who had already rejected the Youth Service would not readily accept someone
who was perceived as being sent from 'them'. The anticipated reactions of young
people, therefore, were the major factor in determining that the worker should
conceal his role. This, however, is not easy, since young people are clearly puzz
led when an older person, or someone in a different life-situation, 'hangs around'
their favourite haunts.

"Isat down opposite a lad... Toldme he is an out-of-work electrician and has
been unemployed for six months. Hadn't in fact finished his training... He was
very surprised to find that I had a job."

What is a married man doing loitering in coin arcades of an evening?
"The girlsasked whethermyself or the Welsh lad were married. Couldn't und
erstand why a married man was playing table football with them. 'Does your
wife know where you are?'"

When the City Centre Project started the first worker was in this position of hav
ing an undefined role. He spent his time in two main areas: the coin arcades and
all-night cafes where he was most likely to meet young people who were rough
ing it (there were few other places they could go to keep warm), and a city centre
day-time cafe which was a social focus for a number of local young people. Each
presented, in its own form, the problem of identity.

The world of the young 'dosser' was an isolated one, marked by inactivity,
'hanging around', casual contacts and pickups. To survive you had to be aware
of the rigid rules of conduct, not obviously apparent in the outward chaos and
fluidity —in the cafes, how long to sit over one's cup of tea, how to fall asleep in
an acceptable manner, how to respond to violence and the autocratic whims of
the proprietor's wife; in the arcades, how long to fiddle a particular machine,
how to treat a suspicious commissionaire, how to give precedence correctly
when waiting to play the pintables. Any overstepping of the bounds would lead
to eviction from the premises and a consequent cold night on the streets. There
was also a good deal of criminal activity. Girls would use the cafe as a pickup
point for men, while men would pick up young boys in the arcades.

"Both of these lads were involved this evening with a group of four or five
middle-aged men who appear to be homosexuals, but while Ben seems very
much accepted by them, Johnny is somewhat ostracised. The whole group
were standing around one of the pin tables watching the game, and whenever
Johnny commented on the game he was told to 'F... off', at which he scurried
around before returning to the group. Ben, in contrast, was busy fixing
appointments for the coming night."

Violence was commonplace. The worker sometimes found himself threatened or
under hostile attack; he certainly couldn't act as if he had just slipped in for a
quiet cup of tea.

"/ arrivedin Fred's to find a fight hadjust taken place there. (Ihad in fact pass
ed the group concerned on my way into Fred's.) Apparently a group of five or
six Scots lads had attacked a drunk dosser who was still in the cafe, covered in
blood. Blood everywhere, on the floor and tables; tables kicked over. Two girls
from the group, and regulars in the cafe, were still around shouting at the own-
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ers, who were threatening to call the police. I was able to show signs of supp
ort for one of the girls (who had previously associated me with the police)
against the dosser, perhaps unjustly. The girl, who is about 18, swore that if
the police arrived she would smash the sauce bottle over the assistant's
head. Finally she left withherfriend andgot involved ina fightoutsidethe cafe
with another dosser."

We have already noted how easily a worker could find himself identified as a
policeman. Whilst this made sense to young people, it was certainly not an iden
tity the worker himself wanted to adoptl Yet even though he might convince
young people of the inaccuracy of this identity, he was still likely to have some
other kind of 'mistaken identity' thrust upon him. Another obvious interpretation
of the fact that he hung around certain pubs and arcades, initiating conversations
with young people, was that he was lookingfor a pickup himself.

"Stood with a younglad of 17-18 watchingan olderdosserplaying the mach
ines. The olderman was drunk, singingand gesticulating. ...After a while the
lad winked at me and told the older man that we wanted a drink but had no
money, and wouldhe buy us one. Weall went off to Yates Wine Lodge... We
werejoinedby his two mates... Theyjoined in the dupingof the olderman with
greatglee. Peter told me he was dossing. Comes from Stockport. Hadspent
the previous nightin the YMCA and hoped to get enough money tonight to
find accommodation. We all left Yates to avoid being thrown out... Went to
anotherpub where the smallladboughtus alldrinks. Told me how he hadgot
a poundnote from the dosser. Petersaid he hadalready toldme. Shorty told
him he should be careful whohe toldthese things to, but thatIwasallright as
he hadseen me around The Angeland Iwas 'one of their club'. Certainly at the
moment they see me as part of the homosexualscene."

Often the worker managed to avoid these stereotyped kinds of identities, and
would find himself accepted quite readily by a group of young people. He would
then find confusion in his own mind over his identity — the conflict between
young people's expectations of him as one of the crowd, his own life-style, and
the consciousness of being 'a worker' with a task to perform.

"Tony's friend hada caroutsideand Tony was trying to persuadehim to take
them allout in search of girls. Various suggestions were made about the best
place to go, Bob insisting that he knew an ideal place in Moss Side where
women were to be had for the asking... Eventually they persuaded Tony's
mate to takethem, and to my surprise they invitedme along, assuringme that
thegirls werereally of a high quality. Caught on the hop I in fact declined the
offerand theysaid they wouldlet me know how theygot on when theysaw
me again. My decision not to go was instinctive rather than rational. In retro
spect thecase is by no meansc/earcut. I feel there wereseverjal reasonswhy I
shouldn't havegone (e.g. myprevious conversation with Bobandmy implied
disapproval of 'pro hunting'; do I want to attract the image of a lad after the
girls; the car was almost certainly stolen; and what would I have done at the
other end?) On the otherhand theyprobably wouldn't have found any girls
anyway, and it would have been a good way of gaining theirconfidence and
getting to know them better."

In this world, therefore, the worker was faced by a number of different reactions
which seemed to complicate his task of offeringhelp to individual young people.
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Progress was painfully slow, individuals might never reappear after a first meet
ing, and questions ofidentity were rarely satisfactorily resolved. Yet theproject's
understanding of what it is like to be homeless —and the stark dilemma of the
approach it had adopted —were probably most strongly rooted in these exper
iences.

The citycentre day-time cafe which was the other area of work was, by con
trast, a more friendly and accepting place, with a wide variety of people using the
facility. There was a complicated interaction between a committed group of ex
ponents of 'alternative' ideals, a hard core of registered drug addicts, some
young skinheads and a small group of Hells Angels. Of most significance to the
worker, however, were the large number of 'fringe members': they were
'marginal' in terms of ideology rather than in a social or physical sense. They
were not associated with any particular one of the more 'hard core' groups and
were attracted bya combination ofalternative philosophy, minor drug-taking and
the general 'clothes-music-nonconformity' life-style. Here the worker was intro
duced to a small number of young people by the part-time worker, and they be
ganto usehim in thesameway as theyused her —as a sounding board, a friend
lysupportive adult, and as a resource in times of crisis.

"When Sandra cameinMary toyedwith theideaof returning with herto Lon
don. She lookedat me and said, 'No, I mustn'tdo anything silly, you'll look
after me won't you?' Idecided I'd better find her a flat —we talked about all
possible disadvantagesbut it was stillpreferable to home."

"Sue introduced me to Tony and Chris. Chris asked meif I would come and
look for a flat with them in Rusholme. She is obviouslykeen to use me in the
way she has used Sue."

Part of the ease of his entry into this world came from the fact that it was an ex
tremely diverse one in which the worker was not particularly distinguished by
class or age distinctions. (Although he was older than most of the young people
there were nevertheless other peopleof hisage around.) Therewas a very mixed
group of young people using the cafe, and a general 'classlessness' about the
place, which made it a world apart from conventional society.

"/ talked with Bob for about an hour. We talked about his concern for ideas,
his intellectualising, and the way he relates to people... He is very aware of
'class'and of the classlessness of the San Remo. He regardshimselfas work
ing class — 'Dad is a manual worker, lives in a terraced house.' He sees the
world of the San Remo as quite distinct from his home situation. Described
how he hadmet one of thegirls from the San Remo whilst standing at a bus
stopnearhis home. When she said 'Hallo Bob'he saidhe hadneverbeen more
shocked. It was the Intrusion ofone world into another."

Moreover, the worker shared certain interests with a number of young people,
and found it easy to relate to them ina way that was no^artificial.

"Terry came in carrying a copy of 'The Penguin Guide to English Literature'
and we talked fora long time about this. He knew quite a bitabout Tolkein,
Lawrence, and therelation of hippy ideas to working class communities... He
now has the ambition to get A Level English but cannot concentrate on a
syllabus."

Indeed, he was clearly regarded in different ways by different young people,
some of whom saw him as more part of the 'scene' than they themselves were.
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"John is very concerned about the impression he makes on people. Says it
doesn't matter with me what impression he makes. No facades that he is
aware of whenhe talks to me. Says thatis whyhe likesmixing with 'hairies like
you'. 'Hike you because you listen.'"

For others he was a fringe member of this particular world, seen to be largely an
observer rather than a participant, but acceptable nonetheless.

"Sean would like to be a teacher butfeels there is no room in thesystemfor
him. Very involved indrug-taking. Had various dealings with theDrug Squad.
Argues thatdrug-taking is far more extensive than 'even aperson like youwho
is fairly turned on would expect'. Spreading rapidly, he argues, in allclasses,
notjust 'drop out fringe'. Quite interestedin thereasonsformypresence in the
SanRemo, butseemedtoaccept 'am interested in what young people are do
ing in this particular culture' as quite acceptable. Saidhe expectedhe would
see me aroundsome time."

Nevertheless, even within this atmosphere of easy acceptance, there were times
when the worker's identity was questioned, often obliquely.

"Carl cameupandsaid 'How's your wife? You're spending a lot of time here
these days.'"

"Steveremarked how quietI was, 'Are you sussing us all out? Let's discuss
something.'"

What is required is an understanding of his investment in or commitment to the
particular world in which he finds himself. He may not necessarily be 'alien' to
that world in any cultural sense, yet unless he is seen to have a valid reason for
being there then he must face questions about who he is:

"Mary told methatJohn was asking her questions about the project. Planning
to write anarticle 'exposing' us. Mary saidshe haddefended us against criti
cismsof trying to 'make people go straight.'"

Very often the worker'ssense of difficulty mayarisenot fromfeeling 'alien' inthe
world he has entered, but simply from the weight of the realisation that he is
supposed to be 'working' in that situation, and his uncertainty about where his
commitment lies. Indeed, simply as a 'worker' he may find himself in situations
which threaten his credibilitywith young people.

"The Drug Squad visited SanRemo. Six Officers. One went to check theloo,
and another stood by me. The other four searched all the males in the cafe.
The one next to me had seen me at a DrugLiaison Committee and said "How
are you getting on?" I ignored this remark, and he searched me as well. I ex
pressedsome reluctance. He asked for details of name, addressand occupa
tion. "

Even, therefore, in a setting characterised by acceptance, where the worker has
little difficulty in making relationships with young people, heencounters pressure
over his identity. He may be exposed to suspicion from young people and the
need to beseen ina waywhich they would define as acceptable, and he also has
the need to justify his employment and develop a role which enables him to offer
help to some of these young people. By virtue of his job, if nothing more, he
knows himself to be apart from the young people. Doesthis apartness erode the
idea of detached work?

One worker on the project has likened detached work to "the introduction of a
newspecies into the jungle... The client is confronted bysomething alien to his
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experience —a person who has effectivelyjust parachuted down from another
planet." Clearly there are bound to be some differences between detached work
ers and young people — differences perhaps of age, class, education or exper
ience. To what extent are these differences fundamentally crippling? Are we all
prisoners of our upbringing and unable to communicate across the divide? Are
detached workers some kind of middle class self-flagellants, or Lady Bountifuls
revamped with jeans and a beard, or agents provocateurs in the class war? Does
detached work only make sense if

"youchoose someone already in thejungle... Inotherwordsif there's a guy in
the field doing his own thing give him the bread to expand a little if his own
thing happens to coincide with the aim of the would-be project"?

These kinds of issues, therefore, forced the early workers on the project to ex
amine closely what kind of identity was both practicable and ethical.

One traditional method of overcoming the problem of identity for detached
workers was to construct a 'bogus' identity. This is not to infer that the worker
claimed to be someone he was not (though this sometimes happened). But often
workers would take 'acceptable' jobs (such as waitress in a coffee bar) which
concealed, or at least blurred, the nature of their 'real' task. However, the first
City Centre Project worker rejected the notion of a bogus identity. He felt that
the only terms on which he could meet young people must be honest ones,
where the young people understood who he was. Only in this way could the pot
entially manipulative and exploitive nature of detached work be avoided. When
confronting other professional workers, for example, young people know where
they stand; whilst they may not enter the relationship as equals, they can at least
try and preserve such defences as they may consider necessary to their integrity.
They know what they can expect, and they also have some concept of what they
can demand. Just as the social worker or policeman can adopt one role, they can
adopt another. There is an element of choice. Unless the detached worker is
open about who he is, he becomes a spy — he exploits the trust placed in him
and the relationship he develops. This is not to say that he does not work for the
good of the young person, or that he actively manipulates situations. But if one
partner to a relationship dishonestly represents himself and his investment in the
relationship, then he subverts the very concept.

"I've come to feel that maybe there should be signs up, on the lines of those
guard-dog ones —something like 'Danger: Detached Workers Operatein this
Arcade'."

With the rejection of the notion of 'infiltration' came also the rejection of the
'client as unsuspecting victim' approach. By this we mean the kind of strategy
where particular individuals may be selected as the objects of detached work
without their knowledge or approval. Such an approach may even require the
worker to 'pursue' a young person to ensure that he receives help. This is not to
suggest that detached youth workers should not formulate a definition of who
they are trying to help, nor attempt to identify and contact such young people.
But it does require that at some stage the individual young person should be pre
sented with an idea of the worker's role. It also means that the worker must allow
the young person to choose whether he feels the worker has anything to offer
him — either personally or in terms of his specific role.

"AsIhadn'theardanythingfrom Brian since meetinghimfrom prison andfind-
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ing the flat, I decided to call on him. It was difficultfor me to balance the desire
to be available and theproblem ofnot imposing myselfon him. When he came
to our house he was clearlyquite illat ease and a bit embarrassed. WhenI first
methim hesaidthat he wanteda room ofhisown —notsharing orinanyone's
home. He was not in at the flat. I decided to leave a note for him so that the
decision to keep upa relationship is moreclearly his. I think I willhave to leave
it at that."

To adopt the maxim of 'young person choice of worker' rather than 'worker
choice of young person' imposes, we believe, a very healthy requirement upon
the worker to find a role whichisacceptableto the young people concerned.

Finding an acceptable role is not, of course, easy and certainly not foolproof.
The simplest statement can be invested with a variety of meanings, nor is any
one role universally acceptable. Partly it may depend on how the worker is per
ceived as a person.

"Sam has recently been interested in who I am. He questioned me closely
about my identity. 'What actually do you do?' I defined it in terms of finding
accommodation fora widerange ofpeople. Hesees thepointof this. 'Howdid
youget thatjob?It's the kind ofjob I would like to do myself.'I think this has
cleared up the problem for him."

"I meta ladfrom Perth who arrived here two months ago. He is very anti-
Manchester. 'All tramps and dossers here.' 'All working class.' Much worse
than Glasgow which no longer deserves its bad reputation. A good deal of
questioning about me. As I had entered Fred's Cafe I had halted to make sure
I had some money. His opening gambit was 'Who are you scared of rolling
you?l saw you hide your wallet.' He asked me what I did. Immediately assoc
iatedaccommodation help with a commercialagency and was very hostile..."

If theworker isto allow young people to choose him thenhehasto face the prob
lem of how to limit thedemands made upon him. In this situation it ismore help
ful to have a clearly specified role which young people can understand and
accept rather than a diffuse, misunderstood one. Otherwise the worker is forced
to place arbitrary limits upon his contact with young people, such as choosing to
work with only a certain number of them. The problem about this is that it can
lead to artificiality in the relationships a worker makes with a particular group of
young people, since some may be singled out forattention whilst others appear
to be rejected. Itisfar more satisfactory fora young person to choosewhetheror
not the worker has something useful to him, than for the worker to make that
decision; yet the young person cannotchoosein ignorance of what the worker is
about. Nor can theworker operate in a situation where everybody chooses him:
the explicit natureof his rolemust help to definethe limits. We believe this is im
portant if the worker is to have a viable workload without applying arbitrary
boundaries which toa young person may appear to bea rejection ofhim asa per
son.

Sofar we have been talking about 'means' to making relationships with young
people. What aboutends? The question "Who am Isupposed to be?" is notsim
ply a matter ofprojecting a credible/useful persona. If it is then it isopen to the
criticism that this is just another form ofmanipulation, rather than an attempt to
find a genuinely acceptable role. The question must imply examination of the
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worker's own objectives, his reasons for being involved in detached work, his
relationshipwith his employers and society as a whole. It is often assumed that to
identify young people as being 'in need' sufficiently states the problem, and that
to 'work with' them sufficiently states the answer. Yet any detached worker is
bound to encounter conflicts of interest, and is forced to ask "on whose behalf
am Iworking?" Whose perception of need, whose analysis of the answer, is the
determining one?

The way in which a worker answers the question of his identitydetermines the
way in which he defines the young people with whom he comes into contact,
and may also sometimes determine the answers he gives to the previous quest
ions. If he sees himself as attempting to combat delinquency, for example, then
the young people will essentially be defined as delinquent. This will be his guiding
precept in his relationships with them. He is also thus committing himself to soc
iety's image of the young people, rather than their own. His task, and the evalu
ation of that task, will be on society's terms.

For the first worker on the project, therefore, his ill-defined role was not mere
ly difficult on a practical level. To be 'interested in helping young people in this
scene' is not merely a vague formulation of role —it leaves unsaid how one is to
regard these young people. Clearly many of them were fairly rootless — both
those encountered in the cafe and those met in the arcades had problems with
accommodation, money and isolation. They were generally cut off, either com
pletely or in terms of emotion and understanding, from their home communities.
The concept which appeared to link the world of the long-distance traveller to
that of the local young people was that of 'drifting' — either 'drifting' within the
city or from one city to another (indeed the former might be a prelude to the
latter). But the project's early interest in 'drifting' young people ran the danger of
imposing a restrictive label upon complex and varied young people:

"Onecriticism I would make would be that in confining themselves to drifters
the workers receive a distorted view of young people not only in terms of
where theyare at but also in terms of determining the necessary help needed
by a person".

Thus, although the project originally identified the young people in whom it was
interested as 'drifting', this came to be seen as a label imposed upon young peo
ple, which they would not necessarily recognise themselves. It was for this
reason that the first two project workers began to reject the definition that they
were working with 'drifting' young people (without denying that the term 'drift
ing' can illuminate the processes at work in many young people's lives). They
chose rather to adopt the term 'homeless' young people. Thiswas intended to be
a far more descriptive and neutral definition —one which could be accepted by
young people, workers, and society as a whole. Whilst no word is totallyneutral,
'homelessness' has in recent years lost many of its connotations of fecklessness
and personal inadequacy, and has come to be seen as the outcome of much
wider forces — economic, political and social. It was hoped, therefore, that to
admit to being homeless would not require the young person to thereby label
himself as a 'problem' person.

A young person can be regarded as a problem person in the sense that he is
seen as having personal difficulties and inadequacies that distinguish him from
his more normal contemporaries (as in the case of a schizophrenic). Orhe may be
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seen as a problem person in the sense that he presents severe problems to the
functioning of the community (thevandal). In bothcases the problem ispresent
ed as inhering within the individual. We are not here making a statement about
the causes of deviance or mental illness, we are merely stating society's view:
this isa problem person. Such a definition isnot only unhelpful to the young per
son, it can make the worker's task more difficult.

"Met Tom togo flat hunting. Hearrived with two carrier bagssaying that he
hadlefthisdigs andwasnowhomeless. This introduced an element of panic
into the proceedings which Ihad notanticipated for that day. Tom was clearly
very relieved to be getting out of the digs and using this pressure to ensure
that he hasnotgot togo back again. Made me feelshort-tempered with him.
Notagoodafternoon atall. Ididallthework looking for theplace... Eventually
I encouraged him to take the first place we could find even though it was £8
andreally fortwo... Astrange afternoon with meat my worstlIwas influenced
far toomuch by (theprobation officer'saccount of Tom, andthepressure of
needing to live up to his expectations as well as Tom's... His description of
Tomjustdid notprepare mefor the kind ofperson Inowsee. He emphasised
allthepsychiatric problems of theboy andI think I superimposed theseonto
the situation when we first went looking for a flat. Introduced an elementof
panic into thesituation which I don't usually feeleven though it might be late
on a Friday afternoon."

Theworkers felt strongly that young people should not be labelled in this way.
Many young people have been defined as problem people in both senses of the
phrase; to continue this perception was conceived as being damaging. If self-
image and the redefinition of self-image are crucial in the 'drifting' process, then
it is important to refuse to connive in a definition which reinforces a young per
son's lack ofesteem. Ifa positive and creative relationship is to growthen it is im
portant to try and avoid the practised and structured responses which young
people tendto make to institutional figures such as teachers or social workers.

This was the ideal. It was intended to inform the actions of the workers and
relationships theymade. Italsohelped to pin down the workers' identity. By elim
inating what theydid notwish to beworkers became farclearer abouttheir task,
their identity and their relationship to young people. During the second phaseof
the project, therefore, the two workers became widely known as people who
would help with accommodation difficulties. They would put people up for the
night, help find bedsits, and help sort out the hassles of getting the first week's
rent. Instead of seeking out young people, they were themselves being sought
out, mainly through their involvement in an 'alternative' information service but
also through individualsand groups who knew of their interest in homelessness.
They were also committed to allowing young people to define the situation and
the kind of action they wanted workers to take.

They were thus no longer 'hidden agents' but were clearly identifiable by
young people as offering help which the young people themselves saw as rele
vant. Yet this position threatened other aspects of the detached work stance —
suchas informality, and lack ofstructure—inthat someyoung people wantedto
use them accordingto a preconceived imageof 'socialworkers'.

"Frank pressurising metoorganise food parcels and emergency help. Putting
thesocialworkerroleon me again/"
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This was a problem which became even more acute when the project got its own
premises. , . . .

"Bill really gets me angry by asking me why Ihaven tgot the phone repairea
yet (he had broken it in the bother last night). 'You're in charge here, aren t

Moreover, whilst the workers were rejecting the 'problem person' definition of
young people, their very availability and acceptability made young people want
to bring 'problems' to them. By setting up a 'helping' role, whatever its nature,
they were inviting the presentation of personal difficulties by young people who
lacked any other support. They tried toovercome the social worker/client stero-
type of the helping relationship by developing much more personal relationships
with young people (as Chapter 4 describes), yet this again heightened their
awareness of the dilemmas of young people.

This had two outcomes. Firstly, it made the workers very much more aware ot
the many external constraints and pressures which create problems for young
people. Secondly, ithelped the workers to understand more fully that loneliness
fear, feelings of inadequacy, and all the other 'problems' of young people were
elements oftheexperience ofall ofus, and thattheartificial segregation of peo
ple into 'clients' and 'helpers' is in many ways a device for staving off the recog
nition of this fact. This is an unhelpful revelation if workers then accept a
'problem person' label for themselves and everyone else: the negative stereo
type becomes extended rather than destroyed. What becomes necessary is a
positive declaration of faith: if I, having problems, yet see myselflam seen by
others asa creative person, then you, having problems, can also seeyourself/be
seen by others as a creative person.

The problem of the identity of the detached worker is, therefore, a complex
one. We have suggested that itis necessary for the detached worker, for a num
ber of reasons, to be explicit about what he is doing. At the same time he has to
counter the negative aspects of such a stance. He cannot, therefore, ever rest
easy. He has to perform a continual balancing act, trying to maintain a practic -
able, acceptable and positive position under numerous conflicting pressures
which make itimpossible to give a simplistic answer to the question ' Who am I
supposed to be?"
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CHAPTER FOUR

"Stranger, if youpassing meet me and desire to speak to me,
why should you not speak to me?
And why should Inot speak to you?"

Walt Whitman : To You

Whilst the workers were in the process of sorting out some of their hang ups
about who they were supposed to be, they found themselves in a maelstrom of
activity. The 'alternative' wasflourishing and theybecame involved in particular
with an 'alternative' information service and an alternative-to-psychiatry group.
They found themselves thinking more and more about the kind of relationships
they were making. After all, thedetached worker is mainly dependent upon him
self —his personality and own personal resources; he does not have a youth
club, sports equipment, oroffice hours, for example, to mediate and support his
efforts to help young people.

"Consequently, varying barriers are broken down but new ones (in terms of
strain to the workers, etc.) are created. The worker isable to discard the desk,
the scripted (on both sides) interview, the rules ofconduct (which narrowly de
fine the degree of intervention) in favour ofgaining more background know-
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ledge (usuallypersonally experienced), more equal and informal relationships,
greaterfreedom of manoeuvre. Inshort, he stripshimselfof everything which
hadpreviouslyprotected him (and the client)and plungesjoyfullyin a state of
vulnerable nudity into an acid world ofhuman suffering."

It was this kind of exposure which the first two workers experienced vividly as
they came to know more and more homeless young people.

Although they had defined themselves as helping with accommodation diffi
culties, they were not prepared to make this an entrenched position. It was not
some kind of stockade behind which they crouched, carefully examining the
rights and wrongs of every move, the validity of every encounter. Rather, by
proclaiming themselves ready to help in this way, it was as if they had set up
camp on a strategically situated hilltop and found themselves open on all sides.

"It is very important xto me that I remain open to the kids as people, that it
doesn't become a social workjob. I dislike the idea of social work and the
assumptions behind it — it thoroughly bores me. I don't see social work as
providingany kindof creative way of looking at myself (least of all) or of look
ing at otherpeople."

Theworkers' instinct, therefore, was to use this role not as a defence or a filter,
but as a focus or framework which enabled them to become involved as people
with otherpeople. They could have chosen simply an instrumental role, whereby
they helped young people to find accommodation and then left them to fend for
themselves, and many young people have used the project in this way to find a
flat andthen required nothing more. The alternative wasto beopen to the young
person in a way which allowed him to explore his present situation and make
choices about the future.

This came to beseenas important because so many young people themselves
were defining their life-styleas unchosen and restrictive.

"Vic isgetting very depressed these days. He isstaying at the Salvation Army
erratically, but usually turns up to crash with me on Tuesdays. He hates the
hostel, but is completely unable to get a flat... Dosses out occasionally. Has
clean clothes, which he keeps immaculately. He hadleft them in the leftlugg
age, and when he came to draw them out they cost£3... Ithink itisquite likely
he will disappear soon —hecan't take much more of the hostel life. And who
can blame him? I think in his situation I would do the same."

"Alan sees himselfas too old to doss any longer. Implies there is policepress
ure on him in Glasgow and London."

"Ken came down to Manchester yet again to try andsettle. Arrived with a
friend and dossed onenight in Worsfey. Arrested and fined for vagrancy. Stay
edwith usone night. He isincredibly aware of the situation confronting him...
7see the winoes inPiccadilly Gardens andI will be like them in ten years' time
- but Ihope Iwill bedead first.' He hates hostel life, but knows he can't sur
vive ina roomalone. When he hada roomin Heald Placehe used to go on the
street at 10p.m. and invitein the firstperson he met."

In particular, it seemedpointless to provide accommodation and to ignore young
people's fears about loneliness and isolation.

"Garry would like a closer relationship with me. He said he would give 50p to
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MAGIC ifIvisited him once a week. Quite a desperate position. Says he finds
me sympathetic and easy to talk to."

"I met Jack as arranged. Looking as Hellish as ever - itisnot surprising that
everyone is terrified of him! Jeans in shreds, wearing two pairs, two jackets
(one a torn denim, the other acamouflagejacket), huge lace-up boots, alarge
earring, anda Rhada Krishna haircut! He confided inme that he would like a
room ofhisown (he hasnever had one)butis frightened of loneliness. In the
middle of the night he often awakes in the grip of a terrible panic and can't
move. It soon goesaway, but heisworried about his ability to keep aroom be
cause of this."

The workers, therefore, were adopting an informal, open style ofwork which en
couraged the formation of relationships. Sometimes thisseemedto leave them in
an invidious position —they weren't sure quite what they were offering:

"My own identity after knowing them for about nine months is that ofa friend
- this embarrasses me: 'Oh what a surprise to see you today, are you not
working orsomething'... in spite of the fact that in the past Ihave told them of
my involvement with the project. On my own side I do not regard them as
friends asIam paid to goout there anditisunlikely that IwouldgoifIwere not
paid. Idon't quite know what to do about this one..."

For a time the workers thrashed around wondering about the reality of their
friendship with young people. Is this just another form of do-gooding, another
example of patronising? This is how a later worker reacted to the emphasis with
in the project on relationships:

"/enjoy meeting people (much ofthe time) and sometimes choose to put my
selfin a situation where this is likely to happen andsometimes don't. I value
relationships with other people and often both learn and develop through
contact with the other. I cannot, however, feel that this works as a one
way situation - that Ihave somuch to offer that Ican goround 'working' try
ing to meet and develop relationships with young people so that they can de
velop within that relationship (which seemstobe the basis of much detached
work) - making a beeline for and developing a relationship with someone
because they appear tobeatrisk and in needofsupport. This strikes measa
deliberate fostering ofpotentially dependent relationships and based in apat
ronising view oflife - I've got more to offer asaperson and in my values than
you have. This isprobably the way in which the other workers in the project
have felt too in talk ofrelative power, potential exploitation, etc., but what it
means personally is that I cannot hold as an aim to make relationships with
young people - though this doesn't mean I want toshut myself off from all
and sundry, but that relationships should benatural and not forced, not stem
ming from a feeling that itismyjobto deliberately set outtomake friends with
as many young people as possible."

What theworkers couldn't ignore was that young people wanted to make relat
ionships with them, and that they themselves were being affected by their in
volvement.

"Gerry came to the group after reading about itin anewsletter. He brings back
feelings in me ofbeing torn in several directions at the group. He clearly wants
to spend alot oftime with me, but feels unable to meet people in general. So
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we talk fora while in thekitchen... Hefinds it hard to maintain a conversation;
keeps asking me ifImind talking with him. Says he finds iteasy to be with me.
Ifeelahigh degree ofwarmth towards him. Ithink Irecognise some ofmy own
feelings of isolation inhiminan extreme form...
Our meetings nowassume an intense air - long silences with Gerry clinging to
me emotionally. Ilike him a lot. He says that he has met no one in his circle
whoappears to understand thewayhe feels...
Gerry phoned in the morning and asked me to meet him. Ifelt guilty and inade
quate here - he had travelled from Rochdale to see me, and Ihad to leave
promptat 5.30. He really seems to rely alot on me. This frightens me... When I
have to leave he tries to delay me..."

Itbecame more and more clear that if these relationships were important thenwe
would have to work out the basis on which worker and young person met. This,
therefore, became thesubject of much discussion, though no one single stance
was adopted by all the workers.

The workers, for instance, come on the whole from different backgrounds to
the young people. They have usually had more education and other social and
economic advantages. The temporary worker felt this tobe an insuperable barrier
tovalid communication and relationship during his time with theproject. He took
adistinctly jaundiced view of attempts toget alongside young people and under
stand their situation. To him this represented a false position.

"/draw an analogy with 'Chips with Everything'. The main character in it, the
general's son slumming it with the soldiers - that seems to me to be like us
slumming itwith clients. In his terms itwas apower kick, but itis the descrip
tion of that character which also describes to me the majority of so-called
social workers, which is the factthat itisagame, nothing more."

On theother hand, thewife ofa worker wrote some time after her husband had
left the project:

"What I would like to say is that I have always been committed, whether
voluntary or not, to the 'project', but never as a 'project'. The 'clients' are, or
have been, my friends and acquaintances; in other words people with a similar
life-style and ideals in many ways, though we may express itdifferently taking
into account our different personality 'quirks', our different educational and
financial advantages, and the unavoidable heritage ofour parents... Even now
I am still indirectly involved, and I don't see how this can be any other way
really." '

There has sometimes been conflict, therefore, between those workers who see
class/cultural divides as unbridgeable, and those who see people being bound
together rather by their common humanity. Even where a worker found this
difficult to put into practice, it was seen as something to be worked at, rather
than as an unworkable idea: .

"I had problems of my own to work out and in the\end was so stuck with
them in myself that Icouldn't relate to anyone, not how Iwanted to. If Iwere
to have aplace ofmy own now I'd like to think that anyone would feel free to
calland thatI'dwelcome them - irrespective of background, socialposition,
intelligence and all those rifts between people that Iknow don't really matter at
allbutare hard to overcome in oneself. Istill feel that we learn from personal
example, andthat our own activity must breed other activity."

There is the extreme, therefore, which classifies all such work as middle-class
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meddling, which contends that people would be better off left alone, and
suggests the project should self-destruct. This disintegrative point of view was
certainly that of the temporary worker who joined the project in the middle of
its life. Such extremes of cynicism have, however, been rare. What we have
experienced has been a more gentle pervasive anxiety about the usefulness of
what we have been doing, and just how naive it really is. It is open to the gibe of
being some kind of wishy-washy liberalism, which jumps blindfolded into the
midst of other people's lives. For this reason, those who have argued that
relationships are important have also tried toset out clearly the basis upon which
thoserelationships should develop.

Firstly, they should be based on mutual respect, and the willingness of the
worker to take as well as to give. This concept of reciprocity is a difficult one to
put into practice, since it threatens so many of the assumptions underlying the
helping role. Yet without itthe relationship becomes paternalistic and one sided.
To refuse to ayoung person the right to give is to deny him part of his humanity.
This is particularly important when one recognises that the relationship with the
worker may be the only one the young person has. But the worker's willingness
to receive should not be seen simply asa device toencourage young people: it
must essentially recognise the ways in which young people can influence and
extend the lifeand outlook of the worker.

"I shall never forget what Carol said about the birth ofher baby: that although
itwas apainful experience itwas also a sensuous one. That remark certainly
influenced my attitude to the subsequent births of my children, and I shall
always be grateful to her for her positiveness and perception in the midst of
some months of absolutely harrowing experiences, for anyone, let alone a
sixteen year old."

In the second place, the worker must regard the young person's perception of
reality and what he wants toachieve ascrucial in offering any help. This means
that the relationship may be unequal (since the worker usually has more access to
resources than the young person), but the worker must notfall into the 'I know
what s best for you' trap. Only by taking seriously what the young person says
can the worker begin to understand what life is like for that person, and also to
a£Prt5'tte the unlque contribution the young person can make to his own life. It
should be a question of aligning any resources the worker has alongside the
young person's own in order to tackle problems together.

"To be homeless can be afrightening, lonely and draining experience. Having
stated ourselves to be on the same 'side' as the young people itisonly natural
to expect that many should wish to share with us some ofthe difficulties they
experience... Ifind that Ihave very diverse relationships with the young people
Ihave met through the project, and that one certainly cannot be dogmatic
about the kind ofrelationships which should develop. Basically, Ifeel itis the
willingness toallowrelationships todevelop which iscrucial."

It is this willingness to experiment in abandoning traditional barriers between
helper and helped which we feel is crucial, rather than any demand for a partic
ular depth of relationship. As one Project Management Committee member,
himself with considerable experience of detached work, pointed out, it is the
person behind the 'client'whois important.

"I often feel we are identifying externals as representing the identity ofa
person. This is not always so: Ithink that the detached youth worker is trying
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to identify a 'personality', making arelationship with itandrespecting it.
This may be a troubling process, since itexposes the worker himself. He cannot
try and drop the 'client' stereotype without committing himself to abandoning
the worker status. The development ofsuch open relationships may becrucial to
the detached work process, but one should not take the idea lightly.

"As far as I am concerned the whole case for and against detached youth
work rests on this process ofinteraction - the implications ofwhich are yet to
be realised, let alone incorporated into any form ofdiscipline. It may be Wat
detached youth work iscompletely untenable in certain spheres, ifnot all.

The workers have generally, therefore, opened a large area of their lives to the
young people. This has obviously varied from worker to worker, according to
circumstances, personality, and the possibilities he saw for creative relationships
with young people. This has meant opening their homes for people to stay,
introducing them to family and friends, being available at home nearly all the
time, sharing outings and experiences - trying to treat young people met
through the project in the same way asthey would treat their other friends.

"/ went down to see Peter and Kathy and stayed for a day. We all had to share
the same bed —they were clearly relieved that this didn't worry me."

"Phil rang: 'In a fix. Could you do us agreat boon?' Asked if we could look
after Sean (their 6 week old baby) for a few days. Phil's father has had a
serious heart attack and they are hitching down to seehim. Isaid Iwould come
over for him straightaway."

"Molly came for tea at5 p.m. Had been in her flat all afternoon tidying up.
Seemed quite happy. Paul would not be back till late soshe stayed the whole
evening and did some painting. 10.301 walked home with her and helped her^
carry things. She saidshe would try andget me aticket for the 'Rolling Stones
onSunday morning asIwasaway for the weekend."

Italso sometimes meant hurdling the hardest barrier of all - the acknowledge
ment to young people of one's own need.

"Paul has helped me often. After Ileft the project Iwas often short ofmoney.
Imet him in Piccadilly one afternoon while waiting to catch a bus to London,
penniless. He gave me cigarettes, biscuits and came to the bus station to wave
me off - that was fantastic. Imet him one day in Fallowfield, again Ihad no
money. He gave me £1 and with itIbought food to cook ameal for us both. I
gave him small amounts of money from time to time for bus fare when I
worked in the Basement, and it was his way of giving me something when
financially our situations were reversed. Ishared my life with him as much as
hedid his with me. He sawme depressedaswellashappy, sawme ranting and
raving about problems personal to me that Inever wished to explain but he
listened anyway. In a way Icould relate to him more freely than Icould to my
fellow workers."

For those workers who took the plunge, therefore, the impactof the relationships
they made was terrific. In a world characterised sooften by despair, they found
themselves confronted again and again by questions about themselves and their
values. If relationships were to be mutual, if they were to be different in kind
from social-work relationships, then workers had to drop their defences and face
their own needs.
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"During the course of the last 12 months Iunderwent a personal crisis which
threatened the basis of my own security and consequently for a period of
about 6weeks Iwas effectively a 'client'. The value ofthis experience was that
Iwas able to discern for myself which forms ofhelp were the most appropriate
to my situation. This experience strengthened a feeling I had had for some
time that the 'problem' orientated approach of 'social workers' forces the
'client' into aposition in parallel with his existential needs. In short, the indiv
idual who isdepressed/unhappy/aggressive, etc. does notwant to understand
the origins ofhis feelings or even to understandhow to cope with or transcend
his feelings. He wants, first of all, to share them with someone and then
perhaps to understand them. In addition, he does not want to share them
objectively or academically, but to emotionally share his experience ofhis own
situation. Everyone is isolated, a few manage to accept that, the majority
manage toconceal it, anda fewfind it toooverbearing tocope with. To share
someone else's experience demands a spontaneous reaction to that person
which isin total opposition to the application ofprofessional techniques. Thus
the worker, ifhe is to avoid reaching a plateau ofprofessional ability must
start by learning to know himself and develop by relating ashimself to other
people. It isan upward spiral, the more helearns about himself, the better he
will relate to other people; the better he relates to other people the more he
will know himself. Thus an important factor in working with individuals this
year has been the awareness ofthe necessity forself-development."

Forsome the growthwas dramaticand traumatic:
"That year marked the beginning ofapersonally freeing process that has been
going oneversince... Iknow that itsdrastically changedmylife, for thebetter.
My job gave me so much freedom that Ididn't know where to begin and to
begin atall to freely relate to other people I had to confront whole areas of
myself that previously I'd had no need to attempt to unravel. Before Ibegan
the job I'd been personally secure - / was propped up by all those things that
make the bridge between 'us and them'... I began with perhaps a lot more
sympathy or empathy than the average social worker, but I was still ridden
with an arrogance that derives from alack ofreal understanding ofhow for
instance aperson like John faces the day... My attitude was all wrong and it
hit me harder the more involved Ibecame because the more Ihated myself for
myownshallowneeds, desires andidiosyncrasies.."

We would not wish to claim that by becoming involved in these relationships
some magical 'cure' for the problems of life was discovered. However we
emphasise the importance of coming close to people because such a stance
helps to counterbalance the many pressures towards a rigidly defined 'helping'
role. If detached work is about meeting people on their own ground, on terms
they can understand, then the question of relationships cannot be escaped- the
worker must know how much ofhimself he is prepared to invest in the relation
ship, what defences he needs to put up, whether he can relate genuinely to
young people orwhether such an idea is a chimera, and the degree towhich he is
prepared toallow the young people to be involved in discussion ofsuch issues

We believe that in many cases the key to understanding young people on the
fringe ofsociety is the willingness to break through some of the barriers which
isolate them. The only way to do this is to meet as person with person. This
immediately raises a whole number of problems - do young people become
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over-dependent, does the worker lose an essential objective perspective, is his
effectiveness diminished and his power to help weakened? The dangers and
drawbacks have to be recognised as part of the parcel. At the same time there
are a host of advantages, not least of which is that the detached worker may
become the medium through which reconciliation or adaptation is achieved.

Rather, therefore, than seeing a commitment to relationships as the be all and
end all, we see it as the cornerstone upon which a whole edifice can be con
structed. For the detached worker, we find it difficult to identify a more central
issue than the nature of his relationship with young people.

Certainly we have found that a willingness to confront a young person in
personal terms has opened up whole areas of understanding and experience. It
has posed fundamental questions, and confronted workers with perspectives of
the world which at one and the same time horrify and challenge.

"Therewas the time that Pauline —justa girlfriend ofKens —and myself were
mainlyresponsible for seeing Anne through a three day freak out the like of
which we had never seen before. And I'd worked in three differing types of
mental hospitals prior to that. This involved a shift system of anything up to
eight hours sitting and ho/ding, hugging, physically restraining, crying with,
shouting at, sometimes lying on top ofAnne as she retreatedback to her child
hood state and beyond, ft was one of the most harrowing experiences of my
fife. I stillget upset at the memory of it. Anne just took off from the worldand
we decided that we would tryand see her through it mainly because we felt
that a psychiatric hospital wouldn't help but only contain her — the whole
MaryBarnes trip I suppose. We also knew that Anne was almost hysterically
freaked by the possibility of returning to hospital. And we didn't want any
phoney white-coated bastards who didn't have an inkling of understanding
about where she was at dragging her out of her home and killing her off... I
don't think I've ever suffered so much, emotionally, as I did then. I would sit
for hours holding Anne like a baby and inwardlyhating the rottenness of this
world, of how some small child had been hurt and hurt and hurt till she was
reduced to this frightened and unloved person that I was holding. Oh how I
hated the world and the way it made people suffer. If some psychiatrist had
come in with a professional businesslike manner and tried to take her away I
would have smashed him to pulp for all that he stood for — for dry arid
theories, for statistics, for spirit-dissolvingdrug techniques, for everythingthat
is dead in this world. Anne needed love and more love and more and more and
more. She needed to drown in love to help her heal the wounds that come
from not being loved. She needed to be understood — oh hell, she needed
what we all need but the extremity of this situation threw everything into
relief...

I still rememberbeing almost lead out of Anne's room in a daze —completely
disorientated. During the course of one's time in thatroom one left the surface
world and descended into a deeper and more primal one — one in which the
only communication was raw non-verbal emotion —words were invalidated by
theirsophistication, there was only gut feeling. IrememberAnne punchingme
in my eye and myselfrepeatedly punching the bed, still unable to see out ofmy
smartingeye, shouting thatshe mustn't do that. God, /really wantedto hither
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back for that. You see it was the type of world that rapidly lost touch with
convention and publicly adopted attitudes. It was almost total in its effect —
like two people being adrift on a raft in a turbulent ocean. This was what the
project was about to me — not the drifters' accommodation problems but
homelessness in its real sense, in a sense that we all share."

Whilst sharing that kind of tormentwithsomeone you haveknown for years, you
yet understand 'society's' perspective. On the one hand you face someone who
has been abandoned and driven into a corner, on the other you see the need to
protect people from the frustration and rage which results. That dilemma cannot
be sidestepped, and it may only be by facing it within ourselves that we will ever
be forced into finding a solution.

"John came back from London in the depths of despair — he had put his
whole survival and sanity on the success of his relationship with Janet and
when thiscollapsedthere was really nothingleft to appealto in him. Hisworld
really hadcollapsedandI'm surehe realised thatthe onlyotheralternative was
thelockedward at Prestwich. So we had theawfulfightin the officebetween
John andScotchJoe whenJohn went berserk andafter tearing out handfu/s
of Joe's hair just broke the place apart. I have nightmare memories of John
advancing on me with the carpet sweeper handle like a villain in a Wild West
piece, of thephone ringing andJohnswearing downit at the office staff from
downstairs who werealarmed by the commotion, of his throwing cupsanda
shoveldown thestairway at the fleeing figures ofJoe andhispals. Then of my
return to the office in the afternoon fora bit of peace and quiet only to hear
steps on thestairs and thesound of his voice. At thatIrushedout of theoffice,
locked itand fled for the street. At that point of time Iremember being afraid
of a sheerphysical violent presence, of thepossibility ofphysical injury, andI
soughtsafety in thestreet. Buteven there the fear was as great —it was as
though the world contained only John andmyself as hepursued me through
Piccadilly making allsorts of threats ifIdidn't dothis orthat. Iremember trying
to appear calm and 'in control', trying to control my urge to flee, locating
possible individuals who passed who might come to my assistance. I have
always argued that there is a way of responding to violence thatdefuses the
situation — a certain poise, a refusal to escalate the issue, a certain relax
ation of body posture and breath control, etc., etc. — and even that now
seemedin question.

This fear I feel led me to makejudgments about John and his situation which
are crippling andopposedto much that I havecome to feel is important. We
spenda sleepless nightpreventing a now drunk John from breaking into our
house —helplessly seeing himmugged outside ourfrontdoor —and event
ually calling the police toremove him (after allthere are the children toprotect,
I remember arguing to myselfas John hurtled himself against the front door
having already crashed his head through the front window). And next day I
connive with his Probation Officer to convince a reluctant hospital that John
should be committed. We argue that while left to wander the streets he is a
danger toothers and to himself (and of course to met) and that it is likely he
will attack someone soon; they argue thatit is impossible to commit someone
forwhathe might do in the future. Where do my viewson mentalhealth and
labelling of people stand in all this? John himself sees the locked ward at
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Prestwich as the end of the road, yetagrees to move into an open ward. His
probation officer and Igo to seehis psychiatrist to try and devise some sort of
strategy. Yes, John is a classic psychopath - if he survives till he is 35 he
should quieten down. The psychiatrist is well aware of the difficulties —
already John has caused confusion on his ward and the psychiatrist isprepared
to take the necessary steps toincarcerate him. We come away feeling what a
helpful man, and John soon finds himself a 'voluntary' patient on the locked
ward...
But even my personal fears can't ignore the reality of the process ofdehuman-
isation within the locked ward. Igo to visit him andthe sweatpours offme as
we sit behind the locked doors and barred windows encircled by a pitiful
procession ofunhappy, tense, drugged men who have lived in this zombie-like
state for years. The atmosphere is electric - John typically orders others
around to getme some tea (for Christ's sake, John, Idon't want any tea and
the response is sullen and antagonistic. I have never seen John in such a
state —edgy, angry and defiant. He issupposed to have thrown a billiard ball
atapatient in the open ward and angrily dec/aims against the injustice ofit. He
is angry too that while the psychiatrist was able to see the probation officer
and myself hehasn't yet interviewed John. So he talks ofleaving the hospital
withme —he is stiffable to leave the ward —and asks if I willgive hima lift to
town. He says he will kill someone ifhestays much longer. Ibelieve him and
yet still say no, I think heshould remain here for a while. Where else is there
for him to go, after all?..."

It is these experiences, and many others, which are burned into us. Homeless
young people are no longer statistics, orsocial problems, or inadequate people to
us; they are friends with whom we have shared intolerable experiences and
survived, all of us, to another day.
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CHAPTER FIVE

"To his patients he gave three-quarters ofan hour; andifin this exacting science
which has to do with what, after all, we know nothing about - the nervous
system, the human brain - adoctor loses his sense ofproportion, asa doctor he
fails. Health we must have; and health isproportion; so that when aman comes
into your room andsays he isChrist (a common delusion), and has amessage as
they mostly have, and threatens, as they often do, to kill himself, you invoke
proportion..."

VirginiaWoolf : Mrs. Dalloway

We are not saying that relationships are enough. They do not obviate the need
for commitment, consistency, change, revolution, houses, jobs or whatever.
They are not a panacea for all ills. We would only assert that they may blunt the
edges ofsome pain for a while, light a candle in thecorner ofsome desolation or
make ita little easier to talk aboutwhatonereally wants.

In the lastchapter wewere arguing that it is possible for detached workers to
make more than transitory and instrumental relationships with young people.
They can reach a point where both partners feel that a worthwhile exchange is
taking place: that an encounter that started out on an instrumental basis has
developed into an enduring relationship which benefits both.Wewould maintain
that this is possible against the argument that detached workers can only engage
innaive middle-class meddling.

To emphasise theimportance ofthese relationships, however, is to raise a host
of questions from another quarter. It may be suggested that by over-involvement
the detached worker has renegued on his professional responsibilities, lost his
objectivity, over-emphasised emotion and overlooked the structural constraints
upon young people. Is theworker harming young people by committing himself
toadistorted and limited perception ofreality? Is he fulfilling personal needs to be
hked and needed rather than tackling the practical problems of homelessness? Is
heseeing only the individual and ignoring society?

'Professionalism' is about codes of conduct, qualifications and status; it is
these which distinguish the professionals from the amateurs. To which camp
does thedetached youth worker belong? Many detached workers strive contin
ually for acknowledgment as professionals, they feel slighted at not being
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consulted by 'the authorities', and pass resolutions deploring this neglect. We
would suggest that detached workers must accept that here, too, they are
marginal. They must be prepared to lose status, rather than build it up. A hard
look at the detached work job may also call into question the kind of qualific
ations that are relevant. Finally, the explicit and implicit codes of conduct of
social workers may need to be stood on their head and shaken about a bit. Codes
of conduct are normally about protecting clients and workers; in detached work
the emphasis has been far more on the protection of the worker. The detached
worker must accept that his job involves risk, and that, in uncharted territory, his
'professionalism' may depend more upon his personal integrity, self-criticism and
sense of balance than upon formulated precepts. Upon these too, and upon the
management group, depend the protection of the client.

In exploring their role and the kinds of difficulties facing young people, the
early workers in the project tried to lose some of the 'professional' ethos
surrounding youth and social work. For example, they immersed themselves in
the world of homelessness to an extent which would normally be considered
dangerous by many social workers. There was a clear feeling that 'professional'
helping relationships, apart from alienating young people, were intrinsically
opposed to what the workers wanted to achieve.

Having no formalsocial work qualification I have come into detached youth
work at a different angle from most other workers. Because of this I have been
able to gauge the effect on myself and other people of the social work
machine. One aspect of social work which I have had to fight myself is the
depersonalising process involving not only the worker but also the so-called
'clients'... To explain this further, in the first place the 'worker' in meeting the
person through the filter of his professional attitudes sees him as a general
ised 'client'. This lifts the 'client' from his individual situation and deperson
alises him. The 'client' is caught up in this atmosphere and consequently
ceases to see the other person as an individual and only as a generalised
'social worker'. Both roles having been established, the only kind of contact
available to them is through the social work metaphor. Thus the situation has
been taken out of its social context and into the limited framework of standard
procedure and response. The perceptions gained via such a framework can
only, at best, be approximate..."

This kind of stance, however, was not simply a reaction against the formalising of
relationships in many social and youth work situations. Perhaps it was most
vividlya response to the feeling that there was no other way of making more than
superficial contact with an isolating, tumultuous environment.

"Itis a turbulent world of conflicting emotions and needs without any apparent
congruity with the more structured world of society. It is a terra incognita not
only for the incomer but also for its inhabitants. It is the closest approximation
to Hell that I have ever come across... And it is this world that the detached
youth worker attempts first ofall to deliberately encounter and then to operate
in... Increasingly we became accepted and moved deeper and deeper into the
turmoil without realising the importance of the barrier we were crossing. We
were finding it necessary (in a largely unconscious way) to loosen the
constraints of our previously structured existence. In an attempt to equate
more totally with this world we opened our homes to differing degrees, prefer
ring the informality of domestic surroundings to the austerity of offices and
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restrictions of cafes, pubs, etc. In so doing we were unwittingly dismantling
the very structures which had aided our survival up to that point... In a fit of
idea/ism we had divested ourselves of all the trappings designed to protect the
professional social worker from the daily horror of his occupation and then
walked into the terra incognita of the home/ess relying on god knows what to
protect us..."

But however far the worker ventures into the world of the homeless, he is not
simply lost. If he were lost then his presence would be pointless. He is different
from homeless young people. He is a 'worker', with meetings to attend, reports
to write, committees to confront, a salary to collect. He retains a bond with more
normal society. The two worlds often appear unreal the one to the other. Small
wonder that the worker, continually crossing the frontier, often feels confused
and bewildered. Can he personally, within himself, ensure that the tension that
exists between the two is creative rather than destructive?

"To what extent does the increasing need of the detached youth worker to
protect himself cut across the bonds made earlier between himself and the
individual with whom he has formed relationships?Ifhe does hover sufficiently
on the edge of terra incognita to be recognisable to the inhabitants of that
world, to what extent is he being a creative medium between that world and
society? And conversely, to what extent is he colouring or filtering that
medium through bringing schizophrenic perceptions and reactions to bear on
situations?"

The worker is forced into this marginal position simply because he is a worker.
Even if he were largely cut loose from more conventional society, his very desire
to 'help' would make him different from other inhabitants of the homeless world.
Whereas most individuals there are isolated, the worker is inundated by callers.
Whereas a young person may have spoken to nobody else for a week, the worker
will have done nothing but speak to people. His role forces him to make
judgments about other people. As the following extract from a worker's reflect
ions shows, he is forced to make 'professional' judgments — which may in
themselves reinforce his desire not to act as a 'professional'.

"Jim and Sarah make very good beginnings but seem unable to sustain the
energy. But then that judgmental kind of statement again raises the question
of thepresence of the worker bringing Inhis own understanding ofhowpeople
should operateand express their ability to cope. Inmany ways Jim and Sarah
are a social worker's delight. They describe theirlife in a series of crises, which
immediately arouses the interest of people who thrive on crisisl You feel
needed and justified. Jim's keenness to reveal personal hangups feeds this
kindoffeeling. Inthisrespect the offeringofshort-term accommodationmight
wellbe an unhelpful response. Tendsto allow and encourage them to play up
their crisis presentation of the situation and force us to operate as social
workers. I think I would have taken a firmer line and resisted this earlier in the
relationship if it had not been for the pressure of Jane (a worker from another
agency) who was also staying with us at the time. She particularly played the
social work response — emphasising the crisis nature of their situation and
pressurising me to suggest they should stay in the housing scheme. I thinkthat
Jim and Sarah willdo much better by keeping out of social worksituations as
much as they can..."

The worker finds himselfforced to mediate perceptions —to choose and reject
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notonly society's but also the young person's. Whilst the project hascommitted
itself to accepting a young person'sperception ofwhat is happening and helping
him to achieve the kind of life he says he wants, this is not a naive or passive
process. The worker isnotneutral orvalue-free: itwould bedishonest to pretend
that he is. In his dealings with young people he must retain his own values and
stance and communicate these. Thus one woman worker notes the problems
caused for her by a young person's treatment of his wife:

"The question of Sally and thewayhe treated her... Hebeatsher. There were
reports of fights and things. He really treats her like muck and she has to ask
hispermission to doanything andthis brought outall sorts of feelings, partic
ularly in us women. We had terrible problems trying to relate to him in any
way. Imean, I can't understand the guy. As soonas he walks in Ifeelmyself
tensing up and its particularly associated withall this."

To avoid denying eitherthe worker'sor the young person's idea of reality, there
must be some form of dialogue, rather than the imposition of one view. So the
question of what kindof relationshipdevelops again becomes important.

"Barry's depression continued and at my invitation he came round to our
house at every opportunity. For a spell we went just about everywhere
together on his time off... Then we moved from our oldaddress andso he
couldn't drop in quite so easily andwe began to drift apart. He suspected part
of our reason for moving was to get away from him. I began to adopt a
tougher approach with him andhebegan tolament the endof our relationship.
Ireached thestagewhere Icouldn'trespond tohistalk ofsuicide any more and
told him so. I said that one couldn't have a friendlyrelationship with someone
whocontinually thought in terms of suicide as a wayoutif things got bad —it
made a mockery of therelationship andmade allcommunication not specific
ally about suicide seemsuperficial... He will notadapt himself to conversation
in which he is not interested andallowshisgloom to pervade theatmosphere.
This made for some sticky moments when our friends dropped in. He is
extremely aware andoccasionally over-interprets reasons, i.e. hasaccusedme
of strategic withdrawals when no such thoughts have been in my mind.
Becauseof thisawareness the onlyway of relating to himis ina totally honest
fashion."

The worker makes judgments about young people not only because he is a
person with certain values and perceptions, but also because he does not want
to reinforce negative aspects of their situation. To continually react to crisis may
simply make a young person feel that he can only gainattention byemphasising
crises, and this encourages a 'client mentality'.

"Pat and Bobby started offagain on the same path and Ibegan to get calls
late atnight about emergencies outthere, with Bobby smashing the place up,
or 'comeandget me I'm leaving him'from Pat. Iknownow that theemergen
ciesare usually exaggerations, Pat having got into the habit ofphoning one of
us when things go wrong. Iplan in future to reduce my White Knight or Don
Quixote typerushings out there to onlythoseof realnecessity."

If the worker'sonly interaction with young people is during crises, this can be a
harmful thing. However, if he can establish a more broadly based friendly relat
ionship then crises can be put in context, and the young person need not define
himself as in trouble in order to get in touch. Workers, therefore, were keen to
avoid 'client dependence'. But we are all dependent upon others, husband,
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wife, friend, parent — and to deny the homeless a close relationship with
workers on the grounds that it encourages an undue dependence is to cut them
off from the kind of help and support that most of us receive as a right. The
workers, therefore, were not unaware of the possibly negative results for the
young person of encouraging him to develop friendly relationships with them,
but felt this could be counteracted by thoughtful responses and by emphasising
the positive aspects of the situation. Moreover, such were the demands on
workers that young people could not do more than compete for scarce resources
— most, therefore, soon came to a realistic assessment of their isolated position,
and along with dependence on workers they had to develop their own
toughness, resilience and independence if they were to survive.

In order to be effective in helping young people survive the worker must find
how to be in the world but not of it. Only by such means can he offer help to
young people. But there are his own needs to consider, which also affect his use
fulness. On the one hand he makes a judgment that only by close involvement
can he get near enough to overcome suspicion and understand need. On the
other, such involvement can become so demanding that it threatens his ability to
be consistent.

"A dilemma Iam facing at presentis how to reconcile the opposing forces of
theprofessional versus thepersonalrelationship. Instriving to startandmain
tain relationships on thepersonalbasis of friendship one runsup against the
escalation process whereby therelationship is continually being developed by
theotherpersonbeyond 'theboundwhich the worker mightdefine as reason
able and practical in terms of the project'."

The problem becomes one of efficiency. How can the worker harbour his
resources so that they can be used in the best possible way? This, of course, is
the basic argument behind all attempts to construct a modus operandi. The
detached worker exposes himself in various ways. He may be open in terms of
time and availability:

"2a.m. Bobknocksus up, ina badstate. Says he is being chased roundMoss
Side by two men. Canhe stay the night? He is too afraidto return to his flat.
We talk fora while —he is on the edge of tears. He has been having an affair
with one of the men, who then discovered he had slept with a girl. Hewas
furious, andthreatened tokill Bob. Bobis really frightened by this."

Theextent to which this kind of incident happensmaybecomeoverwhelming. In
itself it is trivial and undemanding, but the build-up of demand may lead to the
feeling that there is no escape, no remaining haven, either for oneself or one's
family.

"I think themain problem aboutcrashers is thelack of privacy especially when
you have been involved with thesame problems allday. There is the feeling
that you are on thejob 24 hours a day, that the only way you can actually
escape, is togo tobed (andeven thenyoucan'treally escape, becauseeven if,
forinstance, youwant to ignore thephone, one of the damn crashers is sure to
answer itand wake you up to come downstairs)... You begin to feel thatyou
are a transit camp or refugee depot, or that you have inadvertently set up
house on the railway linebetween Glasgowand London."

Theworker may be physically vulnerable, either by being threatened personally
or by having local feeling aroused against him.

"/ helped to move Pete and Sue. A difficult situation. They haveaccused the
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lads downstairs of pinching their stuff. The two black boys were very angry
aboutthis. PeteandSue hadalsoapparently written something abusive on the
TV. They are prejudiced. Idid not want to beassociated with this, particularly
as I only live round the corner. The two lads clearly do involve me with the
couple and mildly threaten me asIcarry down some ofthe gear. Sue and Pete
were terrifiedandasked the policeman tostayaround until wehaddriven off."

The worker may be threatened in other senses: he may find his own personal
relationships being attacked.

"777e reason for this unwillingness to commit myself to this relationship
springs atleast in part from the reputation that follows Sara around, e.g. the
destructive nature of her involvement with individuals. Mary is particularly
expressive of this attitude —early onshe warned me that Sara was intent on
destroying my marriage."

How does the worker*cope with these various kinds of threats? There is no text
book answer to such a problem. No one worker can prescribe for another the
boundaries of action. It is to a large extent a question of personal examination:
constructing one's own limits, deciding one's own priorities and needs, making
judgments about how to use one'sown personal resources most effectively. It is
no usesquandering one's love, if by so doing one kills the source of the supply.
Itisno use opening one's door ifsuch intimate contactleaves one prostrate for a
week.

"The detached youth worker is inonehelluva position. Hehasto temperpurist
ideals and theory with practice under the burden of his own inadequacies with
onlyhissensitivity toguidehim."

Each worker on the project, therefore, has found his own particular solution to
the degreeof involvement, or the nature ofcontact, hewas prepared to make.

"Detached work exposes the worker, that's the basic thing it does, andit is
determined by thekind of individual that he is the degree to which it exposes
him. We allputour defences up, andallput our limits upat a certain point. I
think this varies. With some people it is early on, with otherpeople it is quite
far on... It has influenced us and affected our life quite a lot really. It has cut
off certain areas; not completely, but to a large degree. It(s very difficult now
to communicate with relationsand family friends. But is has opened up other
areas..."

A worker has to balance the need to protect himself and the needs of young
people, and find a position which is satisfactory to himself. Thus he jealously
guards his day off:

"Colin has wanted to talk withme fora whilenow butsomething alwaysgot in
the way. He then came to my house late on Saturday night but I didn't feel
able to invite himin. I feltpretty bad about thisbutjust didn't dare break up
my day off, which had been a good one. I suggested we should meet on
Monday." i

However, in imposing limits he may find himself over-reacting, and thus need to
maintain a self-conscious awareness of what is happening to a relationship.

"Because they ring up so often I find myself always making excuses to get
away from the phone. This means that Ihaven't had a decent talk with them
for weeks. Must bear this in mind. The dangers of drawing limits too
stringently."

We would suggest that 'professional' responsibility lies not in under- or over-
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involvement, but in responsible judgment about what each individual worker can
achieve. This does not mean everyone has found an immediately satisfactory
solution, or a permanentone. Judgments change about what can or cannot be
achieved. Early defences may be abandoned.

"I have done the job so far totally wrongly. I've done the job how I've felt I
should do it. I've distanced myself because I've thought of my role. It's been
my hang up, to think that we have discussions about how to keep our
distance, how to stop people becoming too dependent on us, and talk together
about how we should react towards an individual. That feels so wrong... The
whole dilemma with mehas always been —who am I to the people I've been
working with? What does a social workermean? I feel I've been in the most
ridiculous situations with people —projecting myselfasa differentperson, just
asa person who helps... The thing thatputmeoffabout (anotherproject) was
howitwasalldivided upinto helperandhelpedallthetime. The workers never
talked about their problems, they walked round all day, rushed round with
theirpensin hand and sweetsmiles on their faces, all day. But it wasn't real, I
felt that if I didn't smile I'd be stared at till I did. It all seems, feels, wrong
somehow, itall feels like agame —hospitals —have Ibeen playing hospitals?"

We would suggest that what detached workers need perhaps more than any
thing is help in working out their own personal parameters of endurance. To
insist upon retreat behind a rigid role conception or specific behavioural rules
may be to underestimate a worker's potential and to create considerable job
frustration. It may be as dangerous and potentially worthless as an over-
enthusiastic and thoughtless headlong rush into intense relationships with
demanding people.

This is, of course, highly complex. We are not arguing that a worker should
find just the stancewhich prevents him from feeling anystrain andstress. Strain
and stress are hallmarks of detached work. He may undergo periods of acute
anxiety: what will be the next crisis? He may feel pushed to intolerable limits: if
anyone else rings on thedoor at 2.30 in the morning I'll go berserk. He may have
a succession of extremely draining encounters: isn't life hell and what's it all
about anyway? But such stress must be countered by periods of hopefulness,
relative peace, 'success', or someothercommodity he values. Theworker must
work outhis own rate ofexchange. What makes itall worthwhile? Do Ipurchase
enough of whatever I consider of worth to justify the price I pay? No detached
work project can ask of its workers that they do more than a limited job during
limited hours. Itwould be a tragedy, however, if projects did not offer workers
considerably more scope if they have the courage and imagination to take it up.
Those who are responsible for setting up projects, however, do need to ensure
that they build in the kind of critical yet committed support for workers which
can make such freedom tolerable. Responsibility for finding support for workers
should neither rest entirely with the worker, nor entirely with 'the management'.
It is a corporate responsibility, dependent both upon the worker articulating his
needs and accepting the limits of support, and the management both foreseeing
and responding to problems that arise. We believe that viable support can only
spring from a group which sharesobjectives and commitment with workers.

Perhaps to offer workers contact with a maelstrom of suffering and degrad
ation is to be unprofessional. Does objectivity mean lack ofpain and, if so, how
valuable is it? Is the subjective/objective dichotomy a meaningful one anyway:
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are we not all just trading perceptions and prejudices? We come back to the
question of whose perceptions and prejudices carry most weight - who has the
power in society, or in the social work relationship? Perhaps the concern with
professionalism is concern that the social worker may lose his power (is not his
'integrity' another name for power, in thefinal analysis?).

"There isaprevailing image ofsocial workers, amongst the people with whom
Iam involved, asperpetuators of the status quo in society, i.e. maintained by
society in the interests ofits own preservation. It seems obvious to me that
perceiving the situation surrounding the individual would involve not only the
individual's domestic relationship butalso the individual's social relationship,
i.e. the full socialcontext of societyas it impinges on the individual. Thus to
effect a change in the situation, and the situations ofpeople asa whole, the
worker must see himself in a political context as an innovator or catalyst of
change. In this way the real needs ofall the people comprising society could
be satisfied."

To speak of the detached worker asa 'catalyst for change' is, of course, naive.
Many have sought this role for themselves, often with little or no success. It is a
truism to say that what is needed is social change - virtually nobody would
disagree. But where do you locate the areas of change, how do you judge what
areas are amenableto change, howdo you assess yourown potential as an agent
ofchange, how doyou choose between long term and short term ends, between
reform and revolution?

Emphasis on the importance of developing individual relationships need not
commit the worker simply to binding a few wounds, whilst ignoring the
monstrous blunderbuss which inflicts them. The fostering of relationships with
young people, rather than blinding workers to wider social dimensions, exposes
the inadequacies ofourpresent society yet more vividly. If young people are no
longer simply social statistics, then the horror of their plight is not just a matter
for moral concern but becomes a situation which is personally painful to the
worker.

It is, therefore, easyto react with anger against society's constraints. Yet the
detached worker needs to beware of falling into the trap of simply designating
young people as 'victims'. This is as unhelpful and debilitating to them as it is to
stereotype them as 'problem people'. Neither definition gives onemuch credit as
a human being with will, purpose, ambition and dreams.

If the detached worker has a perspective on social change then, logically, it
should be an 'anti-professional' one. The recognition of the young person as
'person' implies a rejection of the concept that he is a 'problem' to be legislated
away, or a 'victim' to be rescued from the moils of society. Social workers, or
any others who seethemselves asagents ofchange, cannot bethe sole actors in
the drama (whatever scenario one chooses), with 'clients' remaining the passive
onlookers. t

This is not to deny that City Centre Project workers, for example, have
resources which are not always available to young people. By the nature of their
job, salaries, education, articulateness, and a host of other attributes, they are
generally more powerful than homeless young people. But to possess power
does not mean that one also possess wisdom, insight, infallibility, or anything
more than a very limited perception of the world. By emphasising involvement
with young people detached workers can, however, enlarge perceptions and
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emphasise and encourage the participation of young people in the dialogue
about the meaning ofsocial change. They therefore find themselves once more
sharing dilemmaswith community workers.

'Professionalism' in social work is the antithesis of this kind of outlook since it
reifies the worker asthe one with knowledge and power. Moreover, in sofar asit
institutionalises and bureaucratises the helping relationship it actively inhibits the
growth of a sense of communal responsibility for each other and for what
happens in our society.
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CHAPTER SIX

Seeing before him an enormously high and elaborately constructed scaffolding,
while the building itself onlyjustshows above its foundations, man is apt to make
the mistake ofattaching more importance to the scaffolding than to the building
for the sake of which alone this temporary scaffolding has been putup."

Leo Tolstoy

"The worker should not be in a position whereby he can exercise authority
over another individual or where he can be linked to any identity other than
his own nakedpersonality."

How realistic is such an outlook, which sees the detached worker simply as one
person amidst the crowd? Detached workers are often characterised as working
without structures: they do not have clubs with programmes of activities, they
are not based in offices, they are 'free' to respond to the needs ofyoung people
in a fluid situation. Yet this characterisation can be misleading - it ignores the
manyunseen structureswithin which the worker operates.

The kind of structural constraints which operate upon workers are not merely
thosewhich are bound up with office hours, buildings, equipment, orwhatever.
However minimally constrained a worker may appear to be, however
'unstructured' his day, he still has structures with which to contend: worker-
worker relationships, worker-management relationships, worker-management-
sponsor relationships. There may be patterns of interaction with colleagues and
management laid down before he starts work. The aims of the project, the
resources available, the directions about the young people with whom he is to
work thecloseness and nature ofsupervision, thedecision-making process, for
bidden areas or modes of work - all these create a structure within which the
worker has to operate.

These structures are often overlooked when considering how detached a
detached worker really is. Aworker who simply floats around on the streets and
in cafes, making contact with young people solely in their own environment (in
an apparently unstructured way), may in reality be less 'free' to respond to their
needs than a worker who uses an old house as a base for informal groups of
young people. The first worker may appear to correspond more closely to the
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'pure' model of detached work, since he is free from concern with buildings and
thus any kind of authority role. Yet his system of management structures and
expectations may be so rigid and constraining that his 'freedom' is far more
curtailed than the second worker, who may have the kind ofsystem ofaccount
ability which allows him to choosebetweena host ofalternatives.

The importance of the detached worker lies in the degree to which he is
'detached from authority structures'. Whatdoes this mean? Itcannotmean that
he must always avoid any structure which involves the use of authority - it is
possible to conceive of a structure being set up at the instigation of young
people and authority given tothe worker toprotect itby the young people them
selves. The term 'authority structures', therefore, must represent 'Them' - the
many-headed monster of institutionalised power, represented for so many young
people by the school, the police, the probation officer, the DHSS official. The
'detachedness' of the detached worker really inheres in the extent to which he
does not represent or align himself with these power blocks, and the extent to
which he is allowed to represent and align himself with particular young people.

In so doing he may well become involved in the creation of other structures.
Workers cannot expect to remain at the initial level of contact. To do so may
inhibit the aims of the project. 'Streetwork' is only one element in detached
work. Many projects, for instance, progress tothe involvement of young people
in groups for various purposes, sometimes involving the use of premises. Is such
a development inimical to detached work principles? The greater the structure,
the more likely the degree of formalisation. The use of buildings involves the use
ofauthority to protect them. Once structures are created they tend to be resist
ant to change. Doesthe gain compensate for the loss?

That question, of course, has different answers in different situations. For
some projects the gain may justify the loss (for loss there undoubtedly is), and
for others it may not. What is important is that the process of weighing the two
should take place, notjust initially but constantly, and that the detached worker
should not identify himself and his project with thestructures he creates to the
extent thathe cannot abandon them if necessary. His perspective should remain
the perspective of the outsider.

The development of further structures beyond those already surrounding the
detached worker may seem almost inevitable - particularly structures which are
to be used by young people. If, for example, you are not bent upon changing the
individual, but in helping him to cope with a hostile environment and making
small attempts to counter that environment, then structures may be necessary
and important. They may be more powerful than the individual, and a greater
resource. Yet young people on thefringe ofsociety, isolated and apprehensive,
may fight shy of anything except the most informal structures. Ahigh-powered
pressure group', for example, might be totally ineffective in the sense that it

alienated those itwas trying tohelp. It may therefore be necessary to be content
with theconfused, thepartial, thefragmentary, the 'inefficient'. We are often far
too concerned with making everything clear-cut, decisive, logical and
productive'. The problem about using certain structures to further one's aims

may be that the structures become regarded as the essence of the work, and
ones criteria begin to change, so that the 'success' of the structures becomes
paramount, and the original aims of the project become diluted. Our own
experience showed ushow quickly structures can take over in importance.
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In October 1972 two further workerswere appointed to the project.Theywere
both women, one ofwhom wasappointed as research worker, and the other as
liaison worker with other cities, particularly London. A year later, due to the
complexities of the funding process, the research worker also took on a partial
liaison role, in this case particularly with agencies in Glasgow. The new workers
brought varied perceptions and expectations to bear upon the work of the
project, and the tasks of the project were considerably expanded to encompass
the functions of research and liaison with other cities.

It was clear that the project could not retain the very simple worker relation
ships which had hitherto operated, whereby the two workers met informally,
usually at home at odd hours of night and day, to hammer out problems and
approaches. There began a system of weekly meetings between workers to
discuss what was happening and make decisions aboutaspects of the project's
work.

Shortly after the two new workers joined the project discussion became
centred on the need for an information servicespecifically related to the needs of
homeless young people. The alternative information service in which the first
two workers had invested a lot of their time and through which they had met
numbers of homeless young people, was having difficulties in maintaining its
service, dependent as itwas upon the efforts and interest ofvolunteers. Whereas
its style and philosophy were important to City Centre Project workers, there
were some disadvantages:

"The price onehas topay, however, for working in such an amorphous way
consists of spending a lot of time doing things that seem to have little rele
vance toProject work, e.g. collectingjumble tofinance the info service. Other
influences started to become more dominant as the Alternative Movement
passed from being a pioneering outwardly-oriented movement to a more
bureaucratic phase, i.e. as structures were created the types of individuals
involved inthem changed from being people who were stimulated bydevelop
ment to those who either wished to preserve whathad been created or those
who wanted to burrow into what now existed for purposes of their own.
Disputes byrival factions became more dominant in the maintenance ofsuch
structures and the consequent refinement of ideals underlying them probably
caused even more withdrawals by the original creators. Since the Project now
felt it had establisheditself in Manchesterand could claim a certain pedigreein
activist terms it was decided to acquire our own premises and set up our own
centre. The advantages being that we would no longer have to dilute the
service we offered for we now were sufficiently well known not to need
personal involvement ina wide variety of groups as a way of making contact.
Such groups could nowactasreferralagencies in thatrespect. We wouldalso,
because of our commitment and financialsecurity, be able to providea service
without diluting anyof itsenergy towards resolving internal crises."

This analysis, apart from pointing to some of the reasons why the Project
branched out on its own, is also an interesting account of what happens to
structures, and certainly this particular worker would contend that the City
Centre Project has in a similar wayaltered as structuresdeveloped. Wewill look
at this point later.

At the time it seemed a natural progression to set up an independent inform
ation service in the basement of a city centre office building. The implications of
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such a move, however, were far-reaching. Perhaps they did not appear so at
first to the two early workers, who saw the service within a wide context of
activity. However, for the new workers, such a structure was perhaps inevitably
seen as a major part of the project's work, thus subtly altering the emphasis
which had previously prevailed. Whereas earlier the workers had seen the alter
native info service as an adjunct to their diverse, individualistic and often intense
involvement with young people, the new Project information service tended to
become seen asthe core of the Project's work, towhich all else was appended.

Yet the development of an information service seemed a logical outcome of
several strands within the Project: it was an open and honest avowal of the
intentions of the workers, and thus allowed the concept of'consumer choice'; by
stating clear objectives it helped to limit demands to those from young people
who fell within the interest of the Project, thus helping to resolve the problem of
the continual escalation of demands from numerous people and where to place
the boundaries upon contact; by itsemphasis upon rights, resources and inform
ation it tried to avoid the 'problem person' definition and to align workers'
resources in a relevant way alongside young people. In all these ways itseemed
consistent with the detached work values which the early workers hadchosen to
embrace.

The danger in the creation of structures is not that structures are inherently
bad or inherently contradictory to a detached work approach. But they can
subtly erode former values. The City Centre Project, for instance, came to be
seen as an agency, not only by other agencies, but also by new workers. The
amorphous is much harder to grasp than the concrete: the structure is easy to
understand, the lack ofstructure is much more difficult to handle. The Basement
was open every weekday afternoon, when it was manned by one of the four
workers. In terms of time, therefore, the weekly commitment ofeach worker to
the info service itself was unlikely to be more than two afternoons a week, more
often only one. However, it was the one shared activity of all workers, and for
this reason it seemed to assume importance as acohesive element in the project

Then other factors came into operation and seemed to increase the already
formalising tendencies within the Project. A couple of months after the
Basement began, an accommodation scheme for homeless young people
opened. Although it was run by another body, it had close links with the Project.
Both early workers had been involved in discussions at its initial stages, and one
was a member of the Management Committee, whilst the other volunteered to
act as caretaker for the scheme when it opened. This involved living in one house
alongside two others which were being let out asbedsitters to young people who
had experienced problems in getting accommodation on the open market

Because of his experience, and the strong views he held on the development
of the scheme, the caretaker was given freedom to run the houses as he thought
fit. Thus he selected tenants, collected rent, and acted as a resource person for
those tenants who wanted someone to turn to for advice. At this time the care
taker felt strongly that he should carefully monitor who was allowed into the
houses This meant that he had to know the young people fairly well before he
could judge their suitability for the scheme. He was also keen to use the houses
to help young people who had experienced severe difficulties in other forms of
accommodation. Both these aims came to be seen as self-defeating. The
criterion of knowing a young person well before allowing him admittance led, in
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fact, to a limitation of the range of choice of potential tenants. At the same time,
the grouping together of young people who had all had prolonged housing
difficulties led to the feeling that these houses were for 'problem' people.

A number of young people were dropping into the Basement regularly —
partly because they had recurring problems with accommodation, partly because
it was a useful contact point with workers, and partly because they came to see
it as an informal social centre. It was mainly from these young people, therefore,
that the tenants of the housing scheme were drawn. A group of 'clients' began
to emerge, using both the housing scheme and the Basement, and by their
cohesiveness and demands tending to overshadow the isolated newcomers
seeking accommodation advice for the first time. The caretaker found his role as
rent-collector in the houses one which conflicted with his role as a worker for the
Project, and impeded his relationships with young people. He tended to discuss
his housing scheme problems with fellow workers on the Project, rather than the
management body, and the young people themselves tended to see all the
workers as being involved in the running of the housing scheme.

Thus, within a few months of these structures being formed, the workers
found themselves in a situation contrary to their stated values. They had
gathered a group of young people around them who tended to identify them
selves as 'clients' and who saw the workers as having power over vital resources
such as accommodation.

This posed a dilemma for the workers. They still believed in the importance of
the information service and the accommodation scheme, particularly as it
became clear that the accommodation market was becoming more and more
restrictive and competitive. There were thus conflicting demands upon them.

"We have experienced the ways in which the formation of structures by the
Project alone have impersonalised the 'workers'. Yet the Basement was a
resource providing a service for young people. We have experienced how
being seen as a member of a group, i.e. the City Centre Project, has raised
each worker to being a member ofa powerful elite, again leading to deperson-
alisation of the 'workers' as individuals. Yet the City Centre Project as a group
is a resource; it can comment on the public issues affecting the lot of the
homeless individual and can operate in an advocacy role. We have experienced
how the acquisition ofproperty can help certain individuals with theiraccomm
odation difficulties. But the installation of a 'worker' as 'caretaker', whilst
effectively safeguarding the survival of the property, has diluted his relation
ships with its residents. Yet the houses were a resource for the Project."

There were a number of further paradoxes: in spite of the development of what
the workers saw as an us/them situation, there was a strong feeling of camarad
erie and solidarity about the Basement; whilst the workers had the explicit power,
as part of the worker elite, much implicit power was with the young people,
whose demands and pressure had a powerfuleffect upon* how the workersspent
their time. Many young people look back on that time with considerable
nostalgia, and regret the passing of 'the Basement'; yet in spite of these feelings
the workers decided that the situation was not creative. Whereas it provided
some kind of friendship in an isolating environment, it was also insular and
inbred. It catered for the needs of a few young people at the expense of new
comers, who often felt excluded and awkward.
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The workers, therefore, felt that the situation must change. They quite
explicitly took a 'we know what's best' kind of decision — surely the ultimate
negation of what the Project was supposed to stand for? Yet the decision was in
support of other values: less 'client mentality', less dependence on workers,
more emphasis on 'unstructured' contact and personal relationships, more time
and concern being offered to a wider number of young people. Thus again we
see the kind of tensions and contradictions that arise, and how decisions can
never be wholly pure or wholly right.

Whilst the need to change the situation was felt by all workers, the kind of
change that was required was a matter of debate.

One stance was to reiterate that despite the apparent failure to retain
'detached' values in a structured situation, such a thing was still possible. The
rights and information side of the Project were still important, but needed to be
placed within the context of more personal contact with young people.

"I still think the practical, laborious accommodation-finding aspect of the
Project is veryimportant since this does dominate what happens to a person,
and our willingness to take trouble over this does distinguish us from other
agencies... TheBasement shift no longer represents in my mind the rightkind
of flexibility. I feel it is potentially valuable but that we are not making the
right kind of use of it. I tend to feel that we now see the Basement shift as too
central, almost the totaljob. Istillsee, however, the idea ofbeing availableat a
certainpartofeach day as useful, otherwise we could easily end up with rather
an incestuous group which resents new arrivals. But the development of a
relationship witha young person needs to takeplace elsewhere or it inevitably
becomes structured and formalised — we start by protecting the building or
acting authoritatively."

A contrasting viewpoint was to dilute the structure of the Project even more
perhaps than in the earliest phase.

"Isee the development of the Projectas not only becoming more individual
oriented, but also in becoming more dispersed as a group. Instead of a close-
knit team sharing each other's experiences I see each membergoing his own
way as an individual with only occasional contact with the team leader in
terms of accountability, etc. Thus each member couldjustly claim his rightas
an individualand notas a representative ofa structure."
This could be termed the 'anarchic' solution to the problem of structure,

culminating in "embracing the concept of paying people a wage in order that
they can express themselves all the time in whatever way they think will benefit
people".

Perhaps it was the wrong time for such a viewpoint. The Project was in the
middle of a dispute with the local authority, through whom its Urban Aid funds
came, about authority representation on the Project Management Committee
(partly, it was felt, as a result of criticisms made by the Project about proposed
local provision for homeless single people). It was thus highly conscious both of
the need to retain its independence and yet prove its responsibility in terms of
accountability. We shall look in more detail in the next chapter at management
structure, yet at this stage it is important to say that the concept of power and
accountability resting with workers and a group of lay people was one which the
Trust and certain workers and Project Management Committee members were
fighting to establish as viable and relevant. A 'democratic' method of participat-
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ion and control requires more structure than the 'anarchic' vision considers
desirable.

This is, we believe, a highly important point. We would not wish to argue that
the individual detached workerautomatically embodieswisdom and understand
ing, and that ifset free from all constraints he will do a good job. For the sake of
'clients' there must be control and accountability. What is important is that the
system of control and accountability is itself aligned with the needs and interests
of young people. It must also be democratic — involving workers and other
interests in jointly reaching decisions. Autocracy —either the autocracy of the
dictatorial employer or the autocracy of the worker who insists on going it alone
—fundamentally destroys the delicate balance upon which detached work rests.

The 'anarchic' view, therefore, was not upheld, and it was decided to continue
to attempt to operate an infoservice whilst maintaining relationshipswith young
people outside this structure. For one worker, who left around this time, this was
a disappointment, and he felt that this signifieda deterioration in the project.

"Itmust be stated, however, that in the experience of this Project's work the
freedom of manoeuvre successively diminished as the Project became more
agency orientated. Obviously this can be seen in a multitude of ways: as a
safeguard; as beneficial; as stifling; as stabilising; as decaying; as being
consistent; as a defined commitment; as a cop out; as a response to exhaust
ion, stateness, poverty of imagination, grantaiding bodies, orientation of new
workers, ability, lack of ability, and so on. It is obvious that I feel that the
Project's development followed the pattern of creation, evolution, establish
ment, maintenance, and withdrawal ordecay common to most structures. To
have avoided this pattern the Project would have had to avoid a structural
transformation. In other words, the Project would have continued to spread
out into the community rather than contracting andbecoming inbred, isolated,
etc."

In contrast, another worker claims that this is too philosophical and abstract a
viewpoint:

"Bernard has analysed thisperiodin generally negative terms. Buthe talks in
terms ofpurity of form, i.e. whatis aesthetically pleasingto the workers (orto
the observer). I feel flexibility and adaptability are crucial, but not in isolation
or for their own sake, but only as relates to the concrete situation. What is
missing from Bernard's analysis is any comment on how the young person
perceives this. Clearly many of the Basement users wanted it that way — it
was the workers who objected. And clearly a strong case can now be madefor
youngpeople needingan information and rights centre at thispoint of time
(even if thisisn't very 'exciting'). One thing thathas been overlooked rather in
talking of the time the project formedits own structures is the effect this had
on certain youngpeople who were drifting roundthe country. With theProject
'coming out into the open', they began to relate tb it quite strongly, and
Manchester increasingly became a focus of activity, rather than just another
stoppingoffplace (compare ourfirst report, wherewe saidwe hadvery limited
contact with 'drifters'). Some have now made Manchester a base, almost
their 'home', and this is quite a significant process which the Project has
initiated (whether for good or illmust be a matter ofjudgment)."

The Basement was to be demolished, and with their removal to a top floor office
in the centre of town the workers decided to emphasise the rights and inform-
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ation side of the office and discourage its use as a social centre where people
congregated. Workers were to use the office as a contact point, but not their
sole meeting place with young people. The emphasis on relationships using
workers' homes was reiterated, and the need to keep the information service in
its place as a servant of the work of the Project, rather than its master.

At the same time, Community Actions Projects Limited, the charitywhich ran
the housing scheme, took over all the management functions of the houses,
releasing the caretaker to pursue a mainly supportive role to the tenants. This
was not a wholly satisfactory division of labour, mainly because the Secretary of
Community Action Projects (and thus the person who undertook the selection of
tenants, rent collecting and general management functions) was also the wife of
the project leader of the City Centre Project. (Such problems often arise in the
field of the voluntary agencies, where the small number of committed people
available to undertake tasks means that ideal notions of how things should be
done have to fall before the hard force of necessity. Detached workers, too, find
that if they are to get things done then they have to do them themselves, and the
purity of theirapproach, technique, styleor values maysufferas a consequence.
Pragmatism is often the only apparently possible response in areas where one is
confronted by continual need and neglect.) However, from this time tenants
wereselectedfrom a widevariety of referrals and the caretaker, who throughout
was always one of the workers on the City Centre Project, found less conflict
between his two roles. He still often found internal inconsistencies in the actual
caretaker role, but far less problems relating to the work of the City Centre
Project.

About this time two workers left the Project, and the view of their replace
ments reflect the major problem that arises in creating structures. More than any
previous workers these new workers saw the work of the Project in terms of the
structures it had created or supported. Thus the debate in the Project swung
from concern about whether there was too much structure to whether there
was too little. The new workers found it hard to reconcile the two aspects of the
Project's work - the infoservice and 'the rest'. Or, rather, they found it difficult
to grasp the complexand varied nature of 'the rest', particularly the network of
relationships which had surrounded previous workers, and thus they tended to
look to the info service to provide the rationale for the project. From this
perspective, they felt that having set up an information service it should be more
efficiently run and should attempt to attractas many young people as possible.

"/ think it a cop out of ourresponsibilities if having got a certain amount of
resources we do not concentrate a bit more on improving the quality and
quantity of information on offer andpublicising theservice so it is more widely
available. If with more publicityand more efficient information files there is a
bigincrease in demand7usage then with some of the young people we could
then startasking if the establishment of a longer term service wouldlead to
institutionalised duties orif it would be something worth working for... Ihope
it doesn'tseem as if I'm arguing foran over-structured situation, but forme a
certain amount of structure is necessary —not a strict inflexible structure but
a flexible framework based on immediate andlong-term objectives, periodic
ally reviewed."

Thus began the quality v. quantity debate amongst workers. Was the information
service theraison d'etreof the Project, andas suchshould it notbeattempting to
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disseminate information as widely as possible? Or was it onlyan element in the
Project, a resource and a contact point with young people who required a deeper
involvement if they were to overcome the hurdles society placed in their way? If
it were the former then we should be concentrating more resources on the
information service, advertising widely, and trying to reach as many young
people as possible. If it were the latter than an overwhelming number of young
people would destroy the ethos of the Project, and reduce workers to giving out
lists of possible addresses. In many ways the argument was resolved not intern
ally but by pressure of external forces. The constantly deteriorating state of the
accommodation market made the quantitative argument a bit hollow — it was
almost worse than useless to offer information, unless there was-a lot of worker
commitment and time to back up the initial contact. At the same time it emphas
ised the need to have up-to-date and comprehensive information in order to
increase the competitiveness of young people in the accommodation race. Thus
the two arguments gradually became synthesised into accepting limited numbers
with intense involvement, and at the same time making sure workers were well
informed and had access to a very wide pool of possible accommodation.

"The information service is useful as an instrumental thing; but it is at least
equally useful as a place where we can express genuine concern about what
happens to those we meet, so that they feel free to approach us in other
areas of their lives. This concern is partly expressed by the willingness to take
trouble over queries."

After several months of confusion, the Project gradually settled down over the
structure argument. The information service became far less dominant an aspect
of work, and each worker had several independent areas of interest which he was
able to pursue. For instance, the worker acting as caretaker to the housing
scheme, in addition to his involvement with individual tenants, became very
involved in the implications of particular housing policies as they affected a range
of people (includingsingle young people) living in the area around the houses. He
participated in a number of housing action/pressure groups, and in the creation
of a local residents' association. Thus to some extent the dispersal of workers
hoped for at an early stage did take place, though within a more limited and
defined area of concern, and with considerable worker discussion and group
accountability.

"Ibelieve there should be two factors which both give direction to the Project
and provide the workerswith a centralpoint of contact and cohesion. Thefirst
should be a realcommitment to homeless young people as people; the second
should be a commitment to the values embodied in the statements of stance
made early in the life of the Project. Within such a framework we should
adopt flexible forms of working which enable us to respond to changing
situations and to the needs ofindividual young people."

The project to some may appear to have sold its soul by continuing to uphold
certain structures. Certainly these structures are highly dangerous in the way
they can pervert our perceptions about our purpose, and the criteria we use to
judge ourselves. The longer structures persist and the more new workers become
involved, the more inevitably a project becomes identified with those structures.
On the other hand there are many pulls away from too formalised an approach:
continual contact with harassed and unhappy young people, the midnight crisis
of eviction, the use of crashpads, the continued expectations of friendship from
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young people who have known the workers over years —all such help to balance
the structured approach. Most of all, some of the harrowing encounters between
young people and workers have kept us from forgetting that we are alongside not
'clients' but fellow human beings.

To others we seem to have too little structure and appear woolly, inefficient,
paradoxical, idealistic or crazy. To the extent that we do appear to be insufficient
ly structured, we hope that this means we have retained some of the values we
believe to be important.

"The City Centre Project can never be a tidy, coherent project. There are so
many diverse spin offs from it, so many different pulls on us as workers. It
would be unhelpful, I feel, to attempt to tidy it up too much, to reduce the
complexity or confusion, because this is a reasonable reflection of the environ
ment in which we work."
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CHAPTER SEVEN

"The unintelligibifity of.the experience and behaviour of the diagnosed person is
created by the person diagnosing him, as well as by the person diagnosed. This
stratagem seems to serve specific functions within the structure of the system in
which it occurs."

R.D. Laing : The Obvious

Once the Project set up a structure it became seen as an agency like all the rest.
The expectations were that it would behave like other agencies. There is a
cosiness about the agency world: it fosters the us/them stereotype in an alarm
ing way. "We workers" refer "clients" to each other, discussing their idiosyn
crasies and inadequacies as we go, and freely putting in our own perceptions and
prejudices as well. In spite of the ethic of confidentiality, social workers are
prepared to an alarming degree to disclose confidences about their clients. In a
recent survey by David Brandon* researchers rang 16 different social workers
and probation officers and were given full information over the phone about 12
clients. There was no check on the identity of the person telephoning with the
query. The author remarked:

"My main feeling is that the confidentiality debate does not arise from a great
respect for people's privacy. Confidentiality is much more of a banner for
increased power and status. Social workers will give information quite freely
unless their own position and decisions are undermined and then the confiden
tialityportcullis Is conveniently pulled down."

The workers have felt it important to avoid becoming involved in the kind of
gossipy paternalism which prevails, as they explained in their 1974 Report:

"In order to obtain the confidence of young people, detached workers try to
avoid association with any authority structure which might be regarded with
suspicion by the young people themselves. Rather tha,n a technique, project
workers have felt this to be an important principle. They see the usefulness of
detached work as the alignment of resources alongside young people, rather
than as another method of social work. This has been an ongoing dilemma,
since there is continualpressure for the project to become merely an extension
of the social work machine. The workers have often had to adopt a somewhat
isolationist stance —refusing to share information in the accepted social work

•DavidBrandon: "Clients have a rightto hope forbetter privacythan this". CommunityCare.23.4.75.
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sense — in order to safeguard this principle. It means, too, that workers are
keen to draw out and understand how young people themselves perceive
situations, rather than to participate in social work analyses of individuals and
groups."

It may be highly important to meet with other groups to discuss issues related to
homelessness. How does one avoid this becoming an analysis of the short
comings of individuals?

"Therewas one meeting where this was raised. It was reallyquite explicit. The
next item on the agenda was a discussion of shared problem people and how
we could ensure that they weren't allowed to do the round of the agencies
represented at the meeting. Conning was to be discussed, and individuals
a/located to a single group for help. I felt very strongly at that time that it was
wrong, that I wouldn't get involved in this, wouldn't have gone if I had
known... I have always felt particularly strongly about people who are home
less, they are so disorganised and unorganised, that they have little or no
power to say no to this, because its going on over their heads, whereas in
community work there are many more checks — articulate groups who ask
what the hell are you doing as a community worker. But with single homeless
people — they are isolated themselves, and they are of course so much more
easily exploited."

This is not always an easy stance to adopt: workers become exposed to criti
cisms of being isolationist or morally pompous. Neither is easy to handle,
particularly when one may be feeling exposed and uncertain anyway because of
the nature of the happenings around one.

"The things which are important to me now and which encourage me to call
myself a detached worker are the ways in which I see myself relating to
particular social work and other institutional authorities. The attempt, not
a/ways successful, to resist colluding with them and drawing in on a close
social work network. I want to avoid that network and not take part in the
sharing of information about people which is such a prevalent feature of it.
Often when the phone rings or a social worker drops in (whom Imay know and
like) I feel intensely pressurised to be co-operative and helpful, yet the ideal still
remains. I was talking to Mary the other day, a worker from another agency,
and she was vary confused about our position. She says' and rightly, that
she feels that we are not very happy with her agency, and that she dosen't
understand why at all, when it is in a practical way very useful. She says she
thinks we are isolationist, and I said that Ithought this was a value. This had
come the day after her boss had rung me to say she wanted to set up a group
that co-ordinated the activities of people working with homeless single young
people, to which I reacted badly, said I wasn't very interested really. I think
Mary had heard of this, was wondering why, so I started talking about how I
see isolationism as something of a virtue, not being seen as colluding, not
wanting to share information, not worrying if kids are conning the agencies
(because of the reverse pressure, amongst agencies, to manipulate their clients
and make sure they are not conned). But there is an awful lot of pressure to
move away from that position, because it is quite isolated. Anyway, I guess
that I would like to be closer to people like Mary, whom Ilike personally."

It is much easier to succumb to the temptation to join the 'agency' world, to
accept the assumption that what one is doing is right, useful and good. Indeed,
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there isa trend among somedetached workers, as with some youth workers, to
emphasise that they are 'professionals' and should beaccepted as such. Some
detached workers complain that their status vis a vis the police or some other
bodies is not as great as that of social workers, that their judgments are not
accepted as valid, and thatthey are considered inferior to other 'professionals'.
Such a stance aimsfor increased contact and liaison withother bodies in order-to
enhance theprestige oftheworker and guarantee his credibility and authority. To
hold outagainst the 'network' isan implicit judgment of that system, and thus
arouses much hostility and suspicion. It is hard for workers to maintain such a
fringe position when they also find themselves coping with problems of isolation
and marginality within the world of the homeless too.

However, if you are to continue to try and align your resources alongside
young people to help them achieve what they perceive to beimportant, then you
must treat them as responsible individuals and risk the wrath of 'colleagues' at
your apparently unsophisticated and unprofessional championing of the client,
sometimes against theexplicit policy ofanother agency or institution.

The London worker, forexample, took upthecaseofa girl who wassentenced
tospend an indefinite time in the locked ward of a mental hospital as a result of
being brought before a court on a soliciting charge. Other workers shared her
alarm about the implications of this sentence, and this involved her in working
against the objectives of another established agency.

"We talked a lot today about Doreen's position in hospital. Her situation
really seems to me to exemplify the things Szasz says about the transition in
thinking from seeing people as criminal to seeing them as mentally ill. This
apparent and much heralded example ofprogress isaccompanied by a drastic
reduction of the individual's rights in asituation. SoDoreen has relatively little
power overherposition in the hospital. She willbereleased when she isable to
'behave'acceptably. In contrast, aprison sentence isatleast explicitly punitive
and clearly limited, certainly in cases like Doreen's (perhaps a few months at
most?). In terms of her own self image I really feel that she would be less
harmed by continuing her life as an occasional prostitute than by being
confined in this grim, locked hospital ward. The sense ofdepression really hits
you when you enter the place. Idon't know what they seethemselves astrying
to achieve. There is no apparent 'therapy' except being locked in the ward
itself. At the moment, until Doreen can prove she is 'trustworthy' she is not
allowed to leave the ward at all. What is the purpose of this kind of
restriction?"
"Inthis case I think the view of P (anotheragency) became more open to me,
and I tend to feel that sometimes their own feelings about attempting to
prevent people from getting into and stagnating in the West End network are
carried too far... The initial reaction of Kate (a worker there) was to say 7 think
she'slucky shegotInto hospital, shecould have gota lengthy prison sentence;
and even if you help her and she's discharged, she'll only come back to the
same oldscene alt over again.' Ifeelangry at this kind ofreasoning. Ihave no
faith in the hospital to help Doreen except to give her a bigger chip and make
her a further outcast in trying to get her to conform to all the rules and
regulations of their own definition of normality, without responding to and
feeding her basic needs and instincts. She wants love and security and in
trying to get that she's called a criminal. Not only that but she's put into a
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hospital for an indefinite period where the decision to discharge her is
completely arbitrary andrests on one man. I don'thave any faith in Kate to
fight for Doreen's rights to make her own choices both in her life-style and in
the way which sherequests help. For I don't believe that detaining someone
where the old habits are forcibly inaccessible solves any problems for that
person. I think theyhave to make thatchoice themselves, otherwise the forces
of prevention can make the attraction even stronger. Doreen spends all day
wondering whenshe'llbe dischargedor transferred so can't use the timethere
creatively andresents everyone there andthe group sessions they dooccasion
ally have. I think that maybe the need toprotect a person, in this caseKate's,
overrides Doreen's need for assistance in making her own realchoice. For I
can see, andhave found this myself, that it'ssometimes incredibly difficult to
see a person continually gettinginto trouble without wanting to protect them
from it, but how far can you protect someone, and is that protection only
putting your own views onto someone elseand in so doing defining what they
shouldand shouldn 't experience?"

The freedom given to two workers to move around the country has enabled the
Project to see young people in more than one geographical/social context. We
have been frightened by the way in which doctors, social workers and helping
agencies of various kinds will often make far-reaching judgments and diagnoses
about young people on the basis of one or two meetings.

"A probation officer phoned me todayabout Kim, who hadbeen pickedup on
a minor stealingchargeina towna couple ofhundredmilesaway. He hadbeen
asked to do a report on her, and had met her whilstshe was in custody. I was
amazed to find that because she was technically 'of no fixed abode' he was
recommending thatshe shouldserve a prison sentence rather than probation.
This, he felt, would enable himto get to knowherbetterandperhaps helpher
on release. She had insisted that he phone me, but he had clearly got an
impression of heras a vagrant of some kind, and was unwilling to be swayed
by anything I said. The fact that she has been resident in Manchester for a
couple of years now, and was homeless because she hadjust left a living-in
job, plus my assurances that we could help her get a flat here where she has
friends, madeno difference to him: he hadmade uphismind... (Eventually she
went to prison, not because her offence justified it, but because a man who
didn'teven knowherhadchosen to see herina particular way.)"

Although contact is transitory and fragmentary, nevertheless there is a marked
tendency for agencies to assume that because a young person asks for help, or
has got into temporary difficulties, he is therefore basically inadequate. The
implications of this are taken to be that his perceptions of life are unrealistic, his
description of his past and present situation is suspect, and his ability to make
decisions is almost non-existent.

Why should seeking help mean that a young person must give up his rights
over himself or hisself-image? Intheory he is free to makechoices, yet in practice,
faced by a passiveclient, professional workers will often arrogate to themselves
the powerto makecrucial decisions on his behalf. Thispassivity mayarisefrom a
number of causes: the client may have an exaggerated faith in the worker's
professional skills; he may be depressed and tired; he may be unpractised in
handling the dynamics of the social worksituation; he may be merely timid and
unassertive. None of these is a reason why he should be deemed unfit to make
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valid choices orexpress realistic opinions about his future. Yet workers will often
make unfair, and no doubt unconscious, use of theirsocial, verbal and personal
skills (as well as their professional 'knowledge' and status) to bulldoze clients
into courses of action which are often unacceptable and damaging to them. A
cryforhelp isnotan abnegation ofpersonal responsibility; indeed, itisfrequently
the very opposite —a plea for support and acknowledgment of eroding self-
esteem.

Given this kind of experience, therefore, is it any wonder that young people
steer clear of social workers? This reinforces the need for the detached worker at
all costs to try and preserve his grounding in the world of the young people, in
order to use hissensitivity and knowledge to help them counter manipulations to
which they are mutely opposed.

"I'djust like to be left alone", Paul muttered as he sat like a collapsed paper
baginoneof thosefuturistic green swivel chairs. There wasa nervous laugh as
we surveyedthe vista of the city from hisprobation officer'soffice. 'Leftalone',
—such a response was clearly out of order, notan answer to thequestion at
all... Paul simply wilts ina torrent of wellintentioned advice andconcern. But,
though he says hardly a word andsits with his head buried, he nonetheless
even wilts defiantly, and will not agree to a suggested change of residence.
What do Ido if Iam to abide by theadage 'I amhere only to help you achieve
what you define as important and acceptable'? Put like thatit sounds flippant
andsomewhat trite —is it anything more than naive? And whatdoes it mean
in this concrete situation? To ask to be left alone could be the ultimate cop out,
the final refusal to take any responsibility for oneself. And yet, I'm still not
convinced. Anyway, in the here and now I react spontaneously and pick up
theonly comment that Paul makes with any feeling throughout the whole
discussion. I see the task in simplistic terms —how do I help Paulresist the
moveto the therapeutic community (which thecourt requires) without seeing
him fall foul of the thinly disguised threat of some penal alternative if he
refuses? Ipush theneedforhismove to be a voluntary one:a forced decision
would be detrimental notonlyto Paulbutalso thecommunity itself. Paulpicks
up thedrift of theargument: of course he will consider the move, he will visit
the house, and if he feels it is the right thing for him of course he will move
there. But all this exploration he will do from the security of his flat. The
probation officer, though not happy, sees he can get no further, and the
compromise is reached... But is Paul's desire to be left alonea cop out rather
than a struggle? The temptation to shakehimby theshoulders, tobully him, to
bribe him to take a greater care forhimself is compelling. Ultimately, however,
I tentatively conclude thatPaulstilljustifies the viewofdetached work as some
kind of guarantee of the right of an individual to be left alone. I see the
pressure on him from various bodies working in allgood faith to destroy the
quality which in fact holds him together and ensures him a future — his
stubborn, unreasonable pride. Itcan be shown, I think, in Paul's situation that
all these agencies in fact overlook the almostimperceptible, yet nonetheless
vital, progress to some intensely felt personal goals thatmotivates his day to
dayexperience. Potentially, the detached work Idea —with its commitment to
'helping you(the 'client') to achievewhatyoudefine as important andaccept
able' - is a valuable corrective to other evangelisingbrands of social intervent
ion-be theypolitical, religious, oralternative intheir ultimate commitment."
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There areother seductive features aboutthe agency world; features which make
you feel needed and which seem tojustify your existence. If you once accept the
legitimacy of the close agency network immediately you find yourself pressurised
to act as an intermediary between yourclient and otheragencies.

"There seems to be a two-tier hierarchy in that many agencies are now the
middle and negotiating factor between claimant and government office and
the claimant seems to have little contact, groundwork, himself to do to get
what he's entitled to. This may be all right on one level but he's still being
used on another. Consequently I'm unhappy with the way that the homeless
single person has little, ifany, say or contribution to make to what isbeing
done in his name —both in contact with government departments, and in the
whole field ofpressure groups/agencies campaigning for different facilities for
the single homeless person."

This is often justified onthegrounds ofthe 'client's inadequacy' to handle these
matters himself, yet such a system increases inadequacy, encourages the pro
liferation of agencies which 'process' clients and reduces the pressure on other
bodies, with resources to dispose of, to actually confront and grapple with the
living needs of those whom they are supposed to be helping. The Project,
therefore, has had to face the dilemma of how to respond to this situation and
how the values itclaims toembrace should determine its response.

"It has meant the rejection ofattempts touse the Project as a 'filter' between
young people and statutory agencies. Key agencies often rely upon other
agencies to select orapprove 'deserving' clients forassistance. In the case of
an agency like Social Security it is clearly extremely tempting to accept this
role, because of the short term benefits. Yet ultimately such 'behind the
counter' approaches mean that young people receive differential treatment on
the basis of their backing or lack ofbacking from some other agency. The
Project strongly argues against social work practices of this kind, since they
encourage dependence rather than independence on the part of 'clients' and,
perhaps more importantly, blur the distinction between 'rights'and 'favours'."

One way of trying toavoid the power/agency/dependence problem is to involve
young people themselves in the work of the project. This seems an obvious
corollary of the Project's basic values, and yet it has had surprisingly little
importance in the way the Project has operated. Informally theconcepts ofself-
help and mutual help have been very potent, particularly in the area ofworker/
young people relationships and in some of the groups with which workers
became involved and where they met young people on common ground (e.g
People Not Psychiatry). Yet in formal terms the project has done little to
incorporate young people into decision-making processes. Why isthis? Aclassic
case of double-think, perhaps?
"E: Do you remember the meeting when Iasked Bernardareally naive question

deliberately, /said, "Why don't welet the people who come down here run
the Basement then we couldbe free to go offand do things" andatfirst he
just laughed and said "That's a silly question", but then in the end he
answered and said what Iwanted him to say, what I expected he'd say,
which was that there were always emergencies arising and we don't know
that they would be capable of handling them - there are only certain
people who can betrusted to deal with an emergency.
Yes —well, Ithink that's being responsible.
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K:

E: Yes. So there's the basic difference — we think, or assume, that we our
selves are responsible; ifan emergency arises we will drop everything else
and geton with it, and we are also assuming that the others will not. But
the thing is that itisasort ofdialectical thing because ifwe assume people
have not got responsibility, we don't give it to them, so they don't get
responsibility...

K: Yet weare as imperfect asanybody else who goesdown to the Basement,
and I thinkwe've got to record that..."

The issue was further raised soon after the Project moved from the Basement to
new offices and had acquired two new workers, one of whom particularly
wanted to involve young people in the running of the information service. She
felt this to be an important concept which was fundamental to the ethos ofsuch
aservice, notonly from thepoint ofview ofvalues butalso in terms ofusefulness
and resources. Itwas also tied, however, to the quality v. quantity debate, and
the argument over the importance of the information service within the work of
the Project as a whole.

"Often in discussion with young people in the office they have criticised its
restricted publicity and therefore availability and sometimes the quality ofinfo
on tap —and how they'd be better at some aspects... At first we should
consider having two of us on duty ata time to be prepared to cope should
there be a big increase in enquiries —and think of enlisting volunteers (the
young people themselves) so that we could then withdraw from that level of
commitment to sitting in the office."

The experiment, however, was not a success. Two young people volunteered to
help in the office, but within a few weeks one was banned (an unprecedented
and alien procedure) for using his position to exploit his fellow volunteer and
others who used the office. Indeed, these incidents precipitated a crisis for
workers in the Project: never before had such an extreme situation arisen within
the office, in which there were so many conflicting loyalties and responsibilities,
and which even involved the painful (and, to one worker at least, traumatic)
sanction of threatening to involve the police. Nor was the situation quickly
resolved, and in the months that followed the idea of using young people as
volunteers died an almost unnoticed death.

The major reason for this was the unfortunate aftermath of the first attempt;
but that in itself cannot be regarded as the sole reason. An important argument
in the initial discussion had been that there was no identifiable 'client' group,
with particular interests and loyalties, and that to try and create one would be
contrary to the principles of the Project.

"How does one embody self-help principles in an environment which is
essentially isolationist, and made up of extremely diverse individuals who
might see themselves as havinglittlein common?"

In this situation a few forceful and articulate individuals maycome to the fore and
be highly resented byotheryoung people, whom theymay even alienate. This is
a problem ifone is trying to contact and help young people who are distrustful
and vulnerable. How do you form a core of committed and trustworthy
volunteers when most of the young people are erratically homeless, constantly
moving, subject to extreme pressure and harassment from a number of quarters,
personally insecure, sometimes lacking inbasicskills such as literacy, and finding
personal survival a ceaseless dayto day battle? The use of people who havebeen
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through this experience may be vital, but to involve those in the midst of the
tumult may be unrealistic.

Howdoes one involve consumers responsibly inthe working of such a project?
The sanction upon workers is that they are required to do a particular job and
account for the way they do it. Failure to satisfy the requirements would lead to
loss of job and possible inability to find another similar one. What kind of
sanctions operate to ensure a volunteer does the job satisfactorily? If he is a
member of a strong group or community then the fear of losing status and
favourwith hisfellows isprobably the most important; he maywell see himself as
a representative of that group, fighting to ensure a better deal for them. But this
kind of sanction does not operate in the kind of field in which the City Centre
Project operates. Thereare no 'representative' young people, no strong groups
with common feeling, few ties. This does not mean that there are not young
people who are responsibleand who are prepared to put in hours of routine work
at the office purely on an altruistic basis. What it does mean is that workers,
who feel (and officially are) ultimately responsible for what goes on, must face
the difficulty of ensuring that someone does not exploit the situation and then
wander off. And there is no clear answer to that dilemma.

This is a problem which is again arising as the Project at present is using a
wide range of volunteers (including young people who have been consumers) to
maintain its service. There must be a point at which some effort is made to 'vet'
potential volunteers —to ensure that their contribution will be positive and not
harmful. Perhaps this means undertaking a course of training, and spending
some time doing a shiftwitha worker. Thetension then arisesagain: the element
of 'professionalism', of 'us' and 'them' seems inevitable as a safeguard to
protect young people using the service.

Yet, whilst emphasising that anyone who undertakes a 'worker' role must be
prepared to see that there are demands and constraints associated with that
role, it is important to ensure that young people who do this arenotencouraged
simply to "ape the professionals". We need to recognise the particular and
different qualities, experience and wisdom which young people who have been
homeless themselves can bring to the helping relationship, and to workfrom that
basis to an understanding of their role. This should not be an inferior or second-
class role, but one which stands alongside the role of the trained outsider and
enters into dialogue with it.

TheManpower Services Commission Job Creation schemeisonewayof intro
ducing this kind of dialectic into youth, community and social work settings. It
falls beyond the time-scale of this report, but the City Centre Project has now
employed three young people under thisscheme, and hopefully thiswill provide
another perspective upon thework oftheproject. There isalways thedanger that
such appointments result simply in a process of 'bourgeouisification'; on the
other hand, such is the structure of the Trust, theycould give some real power
into the hands of these young people and avoid the elements of 'tokenism'
potentially present in the use of volunteers.

The Youth Development Trust has a structure which gives considerable
responsibility to workers. At one time decision-making was in the hands of the
Trust, informed by Advisory Committees which were set up for individual
projects. During the lifetime of the City Centre Project, however, this structure
wasaltered. As the number of projects operated by the Trust grew, it became
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clear that Trust members could not expect to besufficiently informed on all of
them to be able to make relevant decisions. . .

After lengthy discussions the Trust decided to devolve most of its decision
making functions to Project Management Committees, made up of all the
workers and several 'lay' members, plus a Trust representative. This had two
important effects: for the first time workers became part of the decision-making
process (they also became at this time eligible for Trust membership); and the
potential for grass roots involvement became greater. Indeed, the Trust made it
clear thatitexpected projects to investigate thefeasibility ofclient representation
on the Project Management Committees, though the form of this was never laid
down, since projects differed radically.

"This structure offersconsiderable flexibility to the Trust in terms of both the
range and number ofprojects itcan attempt; and ithas several advantages in
the actual working situation ofaproject. Ofprime importance is that itlocates
decision-making close to the actual area of operation - amongst people
a/ready committed to the solution of the particular problems posed, either
through their employment, their interests, or their actual life situation as
'clients'. This isalso a potentially more supportive situation for workers than
within the Trustasa whole... The form in which the interests of 'clients' can be
put forward must vary according to projects —in some cases an actual
'client' could be invited, in another someone who has experienced the same
situation as 'clients'at someearlier stageinhislife, inanother a representative
of thecommunity from which 'clients'are drawn."

The City Centre Project Management Committee was comprised of a number of
people with interests and knowledge which were seen to be relevant to the task
of guiding the Project; the director of courses in youth and community work, a
Welfare Rights officer, a worker from a voluntary group which had close contact
with older single homeless people, a 'client representative' who had experienced
a period of homelessness and drifting within the West End of London, and an
experienced detached worker, aswell as the project workers themselves.

This was thegroup which was responsible for Hociding theappropriate courses
of action for the project, guiding and supporting the workers.

"777e Project Management Committee should be seen not asa body designed
tocurb andcontrol the actions of the workers, butasa group taking collective
responsibility for the process ofdefining problem areas and applying resources
to maximum effect within this area." .

The City Centre Project workers felt this to be a particularly important emphasis.
They should not be masquerading as friends of young people if they were in
reality puppets of. the authority structures which young people felt to be alien,
hostile and oppressive. The Trust gave the responsibility for selecting PMC
members tothe Project Leader, with the proviso that itshould vet these members
to ensure that a viable support and accountability group |iad been formed. So
long asthe group could be seen to be representative and responsible, the Trust
was satisfied. This meant there was no imposition of members from outside.
PMC members could therefore be selected on the basis of their understanding of
the needs of homeless young people, their sympathy with the objectives of the
project, and theirknowledge ofareas relevant to itswork.

The importance which the PMC placed upon its independence can beseen in
one particular issue which arose halfway through the life of the Project. The local
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Social Services Department requested representation upon the PMC, inaddition
to representation upon the Trust Main Committee which had already been
agreed. This was a move which the PMC strongly resisted, in spite of the
problems it caused for the Trust as a whole. A representative of Social Services
onthe PMC wasseento threaten thewhole way in which the Project worked and
the relationship and trust it had struggled to establish.

"The Project Management Committee and workers evolved a style of
operation which enabled workers tomake contact with clients ina way that did
notpreclude the possibility of continuing relationships. This style hasbecome
the kingpin of the project and has involved workers in personal relationships
with clients with the expressed aim of avoiding any similarity with the more
authoritative approaches of counsellor, caseworker, voluntary helper, etc. (A
crucial observation of the target group is its universal rejection of more
established institutions of social aid, which though reflecting to some extent
the inadequacies of these Institutions far more illuminates a deeply entrenched
distrust of officialdom to the point of active avoidance, however appropriate
the proffered help might be.) In order to anticipate rejection, workers have
chosen where possible to avoid all the existing agencies to which particular
clients might conceivably have been referred for specific assistance (viz.
hospital service, mental welfare, penal and probation, accommodation
agencies, etc.) with a view to understanding the clients' abhorrence of
structureswhichare ostensibly appropriate to theirneeds... After considerable
discussion throughout numerous meetings the PMC has concluded that
representation wouldcreateintense difficulties fromwhichItIs felt the workof
the project and in particular the delicate relationships on which the project
hinges could suffer."

Moreover, it was a backward step - away from client representation towards
more control by established institutions.

"Issues like Social Services representation on the PMC are not simply a
political game. They are all about questions of power and control. Who, for
instance, controls what goes on in the project —the usual power blocks or
the consumers? The trend Ihope willbe towards increasing the strength of the
voice of the consumer on the PMC rather than the voice of authority. Ifwe
lose the fight over Social Services representation I think It will be perhaps a
finalblowtothe detached work approach andthatitwillhave a direct effecton
the relationships wemake with youngpeople. Itisafight tobeable tocontinue
tooperate inastructuralsenseoutside theestablishedpowerblocks."

It was a fight which the City Centre Project eventually won, when it agreed to
the establishment of a liaison contact located in one of the Social Services
Department's area offices. Through meeting with this official - outside regular
PMC meetings - it was felt that the Department would be kept informed of
the work of the Project and this would enable the Department to receive and
comment upon the Project's experience of issues relating to Social Services
work.

Would such representation have threatened fundamentally thestance of the
Project? It could be argued that it is the worker's own personal integrity which is
ofprime importance to the young person, and certainly this is a vital element in
the relationships he makes. But can he retain that integrity if his loyalties are torn
in a dozen different directions? How can heoperate if meaningful power lies with
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a committeewhich is aeons away from the young people who are his concern
(such as the member of a Drug Liaison Committee who had never meta drug-
dependent young person)? How canhe counter the allegation that he is merely
some kind ofsubversive, manipulative infiltrator from the otherside, ifnot merely
his money comes from 'them' but he is actually directly responsible to 'them'?
We cannot ask detached workers to fragment themselves yet more. Either their
job is explicitly one of social control, or else we tell them they should be
concerned with meetingthe needs of young peopleand then givethe moneyand
the power into the hands ofpeople whowill help themdojustthat.

Whatis required isa group whoare willing to take risks andwhoarewilling to
carry the can if things go wrong (not a notable feature of bureaucrats). The
Truststructureisof thiskind, and such a structuregives considerable freedom to
workers.

As the truism goes, with freedom goes responsibility. Workers can no longer
pass the buck, or expect their decisions to be made for them. Nobody should
imagine that thisdegreeof worker powerisa very enviable one. Itallows workers
to do the job as they really believe it should be done, but it exposes them still
further in the process. If your job is not strictly laid down, letter by letter, but is
open to negotiationwith other workersand the Project Management Committee
then the pressure to justifywhat you do becomes even more intense. In a sense
you cannot win, for you can never expect to be perfect, to always do the right
things, to make the right decisions, to respond inthe right way. Yet most people
can accept the limited nature of their 'success' by blaming 'the system'. If the
decisions are as much yours as anybody else's and there is no external 'system',
thenyou mustlearn to live with the partial, the fragmentary, and the incomplete;
you must come to terms with your fallibility and 'less than success' and not in the
process become defeatist and nihilistic.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

"At worst, one is in motion; andat best.
Reaching no absolute, in which to rest.
One is a/ways nearer by not keeping still.

Thorn Gunn : On the Move

This brief description of particular issues which have arisen in the course of
working with homeless young people has by no means been exhaustive. We
have attempted to distil some essential points out of a complex and untidy
situation. In so doing we have necessarily simplified arguments and processes,
thoughwe hope this has not been to the extent of rendering them meaninglessly
simplistic.

We are aware, too, that issues cannot be contained in neat frameworks: they
overlap upon each other.We arealsoaware that the detached workermay, in the
midst of the complexity of daily incidents, feel that his pragmatic, practical
response is light years away from some of the general principles we have
discussed. How, for example, does violence affect the relationship between
workerand young person? What does his alignmentwith young people imply for
the worker's situation vis a vis the law?

These kinds of issues are the sort of practical ones which hit detached workers
hard. It could be argued that it is all very well to have airy-fairy views about
relationships, but what relevance have these to the day to day experience of the
worker? The level of abstraction at which we have handled many of our
arguments should not be taken to mean that we have not had to face these
practical difficulties. Indeed, it was the very multiplicity of these problems which
reinforced the feeling that workers could not react in an ad hoc, pragmatic
fashion, but needed general principles around which they could organise their
reflections on what was happening.

How, therefore, does the worker react to violence? If his perspective is
essentially non-violent, how does he cope with the aggressive young person?
Does he withdraw behind certain barriers, knowing that to do so may emphasise
the isolationwhich may lieat the root of the young person's anger? Is it justified
to feel angry oneself, or to allow a fight to break out?
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"Thepoint Iam trying to make is thatsometimes a fight clears the airand is the
quickestsolution, with even some creative effects to that land ofsituation. The
otherpoint Iam makingis a feeling one. WhenFrank came for me in the office
I felt realanger that thisperson whom I'd triedto help forso long and who had
just shit on me Inreturnhad the nerve to take out his hangups on me in such a
public fashion. It was the final straw. I suppose I'd been he/ping Frank for so
long whilst really wanting to shake him up and return in kind the type of
aggressive bullying he had been handing out to other people. One never knew
with Frank whether he was going to hit you for what you did ornot Itseemed
so unnecessarily exhausting living with this tension whilst in his company.
What right had he to threaten people in such a fashion? The irritation must
have built up over the months and chosen that moment to explode. This
underlines the failureofmy type of contact with Frank. Ishould have faced the
violence right at the beginning instead of trying to bypass it and await its out
break like an animal slowly proceeding to the slaughter house. I should have
taken the initiative and evolved a different style of relationship. I suppose
cowardice played its part in this relationshipbecause I am not normally a fight
ing person and feel mostly disgust as well as fear where violence occurs."

Indeed, the direction of violence towards a worker can provoke very primitive
feelings, which threaten the whole basis of his relationship with a young person.
The demand for 'gratitude for what I have done for you', for instance, is the kind
of gut reaction which is understandable and perhaps inevitable, but which ought
to bring the worker up short. As a studied viewpoint it is indefensible: it smells of
"crumbs from the rich man's table", of charity, rather than a genuine acceptance
of the young person. But violence does that kind of thing to you, and calls into
question all you are trying to be and do. The worker's position as 'marginal man'
makes him ripe for attack.

Violence, therefore, may be less important as a physical happening than in the
way it affects relationships and responses. If the worker can remain rooted in his
understanding of the young person as person, and of the pressures of the
environment in which he lives, then he stands a chance of positively countering
the destructive elements within the situation. By saying this we are not trying to
sidestep the issue of violence, but simply to reiterate that in exploring its day to
day implications a framework of values is crucial.

Similarly, problems of legality press hard upon the detached worker. Inevitably
he finds himself alongside some young people who are 'outside the law' — if he
cannot accept this as a fact of life then he will have severe problems. The
detached worker clearly cannot act as a representative of law and order — to do
so would totally invalidate what he is trying to do. He cannot worry over every
case of petty shoplifting which he hears about: his job, after all, is concerned
with issues more fundamental than minor infringements of the law. He is more
likely to be concerned about the way in which society tempts young people into
illegality by its own materialistic emphases, and then polarises the situation by
labelling them criminal. He will be trying to discourage young people from illegal
acts, knowing that they jeopardise their own futures; he will perhaps give the
runaway a bed for the night so that he can talk seriously about what he is going
to do; he may have to use his own personal resources to prevent crimes of
violence.

We would suggest that if the detached worker is serious about his commit-
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ment to young people then he has to grapple with the problems of illegality
largely outside the structures of society which have been set up to deal with
them. He cannot ignore or condone acts outside the law - the consequences
for the young person are too serious. Yet our experience is thathomeless young
people are 'outside the law' in a more fundamental sense than simply that some
ofthem may sometimes contravene the law. They are also outside its protection.
In facing the issue of illegality the detached worker has to add this fact to the
analysis ofwhat he should do. We have found that not only do 'fringe' young
people not enjoy the kind of protection the law is supposed to afford, e.g. from
eviction, from harassment, but they are also easy targets for police corruption
and police brutality. In a very real sense they do not benefit from the system of
law and order which is supposed to prevail in this country: is it really so
surprising that that system is regarded by them with some cynicism? The force
withwhich this hasstruck us, and the incontrovertible evidence we have had of
thepartiality of the law, reinforce for us theneed for the detached worker to find
his values and stick to them, rather than looking for externally imposed rules
about what he should do.

Such issues, and others like them, spring from the kind of view of detached
work which the project has developed. We have tried to show how thisconcept
of detached work - seen as a valuestance ratherthan a techniqueof working —
has developed in the particular setting of homeless young people. This situation
has been an extreme one, and therefore it has heightened some of the detached
workdilemmas. Nevertheless, we believe our experience has relevance for others
who call themselves detached workers, or who are concerned with helping
young people who do notreadily accept help from statutory sources. Moreover,
we hope we have something to say to people who are working within conven
tional frameworks, in particular about their relationship with homeless and other
'marginal' people. The frustration/ambivalence we feel towards 'straight' bodies
is, afterall, only an echo of that feltbyyoungpeople themselves.

We would not wishto imply that we have lived up to all the ideals we haveset
ourselves. The project has been littered with short-sighted reactions, impulsive
gestures, partial responses. Nevertheless, these values have remained an irritant,
a talking point, a thermometer with which we have testedour reactions.

Aswe havetried to show, there are no clearanswers to many of the problems
faced by detached workers. The worker isoften in theposition where thebest he
can do is choose the lesser evil. Just as detached work has great potential as a
means of becoming creatively involved with young people, so it has commen
surate dangers. We do not believe these dangers undermine the concept of
detached work, but we do believe that the worker cannot operate without a
highly critical and sensitive awareness ofthem. To demand ofaworker that hebe
self-conscious and restive about what he is doing may appear to be adding yet
another burden to someone who is already overstretched. Yet this must be part
of the detached work role: indeed, the worker who is complacent about his role,
values andactions isprobably evading the coreof the detachedwork problem.

Detached work cannot be seen as simply another job along the professional
spectrum. If detached work practitioners approach it in that light then they will
do great disservice to the concept. To be effective and creative, rather than
subversive and dishonest, it demands of the worker a degree of commitment
which is beyond that of a normal job. It becomes a way of life. The worker will
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find it difficult to compartmentalise his life so that work and leisure are distinct
entities. Nor can he imagine that his experience alongside young people can be
kept apart from hisexperience as citizen, parent, human being, or whatever. Ifhe
is to allowhimself to be at the point of conflictbetween young peopleand society
then the values and attitudes from both worlds will battle for his attention and
require some kind of resolution from him.

We are not suggesting that the detached worker's task is world-shattering or
of mythic proportions. Nevertheless, for him personally, the dimensions of his
task and its impact upon his lifemay appear immense.

"On the credit side it has broadened my outlook considerably. I have been
baptised in fire, as it were, and learnedmy strengths and weaknesses in testing
situations. It has shown the hollow nature of theoryin humansituations, for it
is intuitive, pure, uncomplicatedlove thatsaves the day. Ithas left me highand
dryin a world where few concepts still exist. It has shown me the universality
of suffering whether it be social worker or client — I fail to see the distinction
any more. It has taught me the value of shared experience, of laughter, and of
the dangers of misguided intervention in another person's life no matter how
well intentioned. On the debit side (but in my case who can say what is credit
or debit for it is all experience) it has broughtme depression and incalculable
sadness. Ithas emotionallyandphysicallyexhausted me to such an extent that
I am still bearing the wounds... On balance, however, it is an experience I
wouldn't have missed for the world."

Moreover, if the worker is to undertake a job which has such effects, then he
must see those effects as worthwhile for him personally, rather than as some
kind of threat.

"/ can't really speak for anyone else and I'm onlyjust beginning myself to
understanda littleclearerjust what I have gained as a resultand development
from that short time. Somehow I would like to draw the incredibly positive
aspects for both workersand clients from the experience as it happened."

With such demands, the most relevant question about detached work may be —
is it worth doing? It may appear from previous chapters that we somehow regard
detached work as a universal panacea. We would very hastily wish to correct
such an impression. We are not interested in saturating the world with detached
workers, nor are we interested in arguing about definitions of the label detached
work. We have used the theme of detached work in this booklet for a number of
reasons: firstly, because our project was grounded in the tradition of detached
work; secondly, because we felt some of the assumptions underlying detached
work required explanation; and thirdly, because such elucidation offered
challenges to us about what we were doing.

Detached work is about people on the fringes of society, and in so far as it
directs commitment and resources towards those people we believe it has
validity. It is difficult for that validity to be externally veritWd —the concept of
success is almost meaningless since essentially we are talking about some
qualitative process which it is hard to evaluate. The term 'success' is one we find
impossible to apply to any of the situations in which we have been involved,
mainly because we haveneverbeensatisfiedwiththe outcomefortheyoung person.
One could relativelyeasily quantify the number of flats we have found, yet how
can one count as success the finding of a dirty, ill-furnished and exorbitantly
priced attic for a young person? Failure, on the other hand, is all too apparent.
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Intellectually you can appreciate that it is the economic situation, or the housing
market, which is to blame, but emotionally the feeling of failure can become a
personal one. Perhaps that is why relationships are so important - in aworld of
failure both workers and young people need to grasp something which they can
recogniseas intrinsically worthwhile.

To say, however, that detached work is worth doing is insufficient. What we
would wish to defend are the values about which we have been talking, rather
than a species of youth worker called 'detached'. The danger of enthusiastically
embracing the idea of detached work is that it becomes institutionalised as a
means of dealing with/doing our duty towards the marginal people in our
society. Our response towards the awkward and alienated people can then be
'appoint adetached worker': this relieves us both of the duty of personal care and
of dealing with the problem at its roots, namely in the way we organise ourselves
in society.

Until, however, we show more willingness to shoulder both these duties, the
detached worker may remain an important irritant.

"Detached work is the area lying between, on the onehand, traditional social
work and, on the other hand, ordinary community-conscious social contact."

The detached worker's contact with fringe young people makes him aware ofthe
inadequacies of many of our institutions and structures. There is a real need for
government intervention to remedy some of the appalling conditions which face
young people, particularly in the areas of housing and employment. Yet, whilst
emphasising the need for governmental initiatives, we would not wish to see
ordinary people placing upon the state the total responsibility for caring for
homeless young people. Our perspective is that the institutionalisation ofcare is
something which reduces the humanity not only of those involved in the process
but also of the society which allows it to happen. Our experience of detached
work is that it has revealed the need for more 'community-conscious social
contact', rather than throwing upon professionals the duty of care which
rests upon us all. Hopefully, detached workers can help to temper the
'professional' approach, and to keep alive the recognition that we cannot
substitutediplomas forfriendship, or bureaucracy for love.
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FOOTNOTE

To produce a relevant andcomprehensive bibliography for this book would be
difficult. Ifyou asked eachworker on theProject to compile one then you would
get an immense range of material, from great works of philosophy onone hand
to specific articles on social work practice on the other. So we have chosen
instead to pointreaders to a few books which we have found relevant and/or
stimulating, and to suggest readily accessible sources of more general
information.

The detached work 'classics'are, of course,
MORSE, M (1965) The Unattached, Penguin Books
GOETSCHIUS, G and TASH, J (1967) Working with Unattached Youth,
Rout/edge and Kegan Paul
The Youth Development Trust has been associated with threepublications which
specificallylook at the practice of detached work. The first two are accounts of
action-research projects mounted by the Trust, while the third discusses
particularproblems associated with detached work.
SMITH, C.S., FARRANT, M.R. and MARCHANT, H.J. (1972) The Wincroft
Youth Project, Tavistock Publications
MARCHANT, H.J. and SMITH, H.C. (1977) Adolescent Girls at Risk, Pergamon
Press
FARRANT, M.R. and MARCHANT, H.J. (1971) Making Contact with Unreached
Youth, Youth Development Trust. Now republished as: Making Contact; a stage
in the detached work process (Youth Aid, 31a Torridon Road, Catford, London,
S.E.6.
Two accountsof work with youngpeople in Liverpool are worth comparing and
contrasting:
INCE, D. (1971)Contact, Y.S.I.C. (nowN.Y.B.)
PARKER, H.J. (1974) View from the Boys, David and Charles

While there may be few examples of published accounts of detached work
projects in Britain, there are innumerable annual reports, final write-ups, etc.
which amply illustrate some of thedilemmas we havediscussed. The majority of
these are lodged with the National Youth Bureau in Leicester, which itself is
involved (with Ken Marks) in a survey of detached work practice across the
country.
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As a basic text for those interested in the concept of role within the social work
relationship we wouldrecommend
RUDDOCK, R. (1969) Roles and Relationships, Rout/edge and Kegan Paul
(Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway includes a fascinating literary view of the
professional helping relationship.)
Anyone interested in homelessness must be indebted to David Brandon for his
numerous works on the subject, including
BRANDON, D. (1969) The Treadmill, Christian Action Publications
BRANDON, D. (1971) Selected Bibliography on Homelessness, Christian Action
Publications
BRANDON, D. (1974) Guidelines to Research in Homelessness, Christian Action
Publications

BRANDON, D. (1974) Homeless, Sheldon Press

An interesting account ofan earlyproject in the field of young homelessness is
TIMMS, N. (1968) Rootless in the City, Bedford Square Press

Forup to date information onprojectsand issues within the fieldofhomelessness
contact (better still, become a member of) CHAR (The Campaign for the
Homeless and Rootless), 27Endell Street, London, W.C.2.

More parochially...
City Centre Project Annual Report (1975/76) containsa selection of articles on
issues raisedby the project, an account of workwith youngpeople on the move
between Glasgow/Manchester/London, and some personal accounts of young
people in the fields of housing and employment (obtainable from the Youth
Development Trust).
The Youth Development Trust publishesOccasional Papers on aspects of youth
work. Annual subscription for statutory organisations is £3.50 and for voluntary
organisations or individuals £3.00. Obtainable from the Youth Development
Trust, 402 Moss Lane East, Manchester M144PX.
One controversial issue throughout the life of the project has been the relation
ship between action and research. Elinor Kelly has written about this from her
perspective as research worker (DAVIES, M. and KELLY, E. (1976) The Social
Worker, the Client and the Social Anthropologist, British Journal ofSocial Work,
6,2.) and otheraccounts willno doubt emerge in the future as this is a particular
concern of the Youth Development Trust in all its projects.
The whole subject of subjectivity v. objectivity which this inevitably involves is
nicely written about in
HUDSON, L. (1974) The Cult of the Fact, Jonathan Cape

Community Action ProjectsLimitedwillshortly be publishing an account of two
experimental housing schemes for homeless young people (reference to which
was made in the text). Anyone interested should contact us at the address
below.

Finally, we in no way see our writing as a final, dogmatic statement about
detached work or the issues it raises. We expect our own views and ideas will
develop through future experience. We would therefore welcome the oppor
tunity to enter into communication with any readers of Borderlines who would
like to contact us. Ouraddress is 38 Salisbury Street, Moss Side, Manchester 14.
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